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aIn-^ roduct ion
'^hera are few streams which are not suh^'ect in their
natural stats to great variation in flow* In general, how-
ever, rivers at certain seasons have periods of high v;atsr,
varying in length, during which they may overflow their
hanks* In sparsely inhabited countries the flooding of land
ad''oining a river may continue without causing serious dif-
ficulties, hut when population has considerably increased,
then the regulation of such streams that are subject to over-
flow often becomes a necessity*
The interests of the agriculturist in the region adja-
cent require that the streams be confined to their proper
channels in order to prevent injury to his land and crops*
The manufacturer and property owner in the threatened
area also desire that they should not suffer from damage due
to floods*
Sffect s of Floods
1* Direct
a* Loss of life
The Yang-t se-Ki an^ has been called the most ruinous
i
flood-river on earth* In a period of '•wo hundred years its
1* Oswald, F*I* Floods and their causes * (Lippinco't't ’ s
,
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torrents have fourteen times forced the massive dams of the
central provinces and each time covered its hanks with thou-
sands of human corpses* A terrible flood occurred in 1888,
spreading its havoc over an area of three hundred and fifty
thousand square miles, including some of the most densely
populated dis‘*-ricts of Eastern Ihina* '"he loss of life on
that occasion has been computed to have reached seven hun-
dred and fifty thousand,- even after deducting +he hundreds
of thousands that succumbed to the subsequent famine and the
many hundred slain by marauders and hunger crazed cannibals*
^he Johnstown flood of 1889 destroyed 2,835 lives*
In April and I’ay, 1912, the L'ississippi reached a
height never before equaled, and killed 1,000 persons*
The great loss of life was the most serious aspect
of the Ohio flood of 1913* 1+ is estimated that 467 lives
were 1 ost
•
b* Property loss- real and personal
The Johnstown flood of 1889 swept away ten millions
of dollars worth of property*
The Pittsburgh flood of i'arch, 1907, injured or
destroyed quantities of personal effects* '^he 1907 flood is
estimated to have covered 1,600 acres of land in Pittsburg,
overflowing property valued at about $ 150,000,000* '^he total
flood loss along the Ohio River for the year 1907 was esti-
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'The floods of 1912 were very extensive* Dania,^e to
the amount of 50,000,000 was caused by the liississippi in
April and i-ay 1912* Governor Cox of Ohio estimated that the
damage in Ohio alone by the floods of 1912 was mors than
•I 300,000,000- nearly as much as +he cost of the Panama
Canal- The total cost of the floods of 1912 has been esti-
a
mated as mors than that of •’he Panama Canal*
Hundreds of houses, substantial buildings in the
residence districts, many of them with helpless occupants,
were washed av;ay in the Dayton, Ohio, flood of 1913* ^he
total estimated flood loss in Dayton as determined by the
Dayton Citizens' Relief Committee was 4 73,249,040*
This same flood caused levees and bridges to col-
lapse at Columbus* The property loss at Columbus was placed
at from 4 15,000,000 to J 30,000,000*
At Cincinnati the river-front and low-lying resi-
dential sections were flooded* The direct loss was placed at
more than 4 2,000,000*
1* Alvord,John * and Burdi clc
,
Charles B* Relief from floods:
the fundamentals of flood prevention, flood oro+ection
and the means for determining nroner remedies* fPew York-
ICcGraw-Hill Book Co *
,
1918
-p * 7 * )
2* Marshall
,
logan • The "^rue story of our national calamity of
fire, flood and tornado* 1913*p*315-)
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Over 100 muni cipal i + 1 9S in Ohio wore affected hy
the flood- There were approximately 2,220 houses destroyed
and 40,637 residences flooded-
The property damage at Peru, Ind iana, +otaled
•t? 3,000,000-
l-any millions of dollars worth of property were
destroyed in Pennsylvania-
Table I- ^otal ^s+ima'*'8d Plood losses of the
United States, 1900 to 1908-
1900
•$ 45,675,000
1901
45,438,000
1902
55,201,000
1903
97,220,000
1904
78,841,000
1905
98,589,000
1906
73,124,000
1907--- 118,238,000
1908 237,860,000
(From Relief from floods:th.a Fundamentals of flood urevent ion, j-'laodL
protection and the means for determining oroner remedi es , n 4 • )

c- Damage to transportat j on, mail, and telesranh
facilities
•
"“he flood of Dayton, Ohio, and the whole of the
Miami Valley occurred on Tuesday, Iiarch 25,1913' 'thousands
of parsons, who could not get home, v-zere crowded in the upper
stories of tall office "buildings and residences, two m.iles
each way from the center of the town* Wa+er ran eiprht feet
deep at a point three miles heyond what had heretofore been
considered the danger line* It has heen estimated ’•hat more
than 70,000 persons either were u/nahle to reach their homes
or, held in ’heir 'wat erloched houses, were unahle ’•o reach
land* The flood swept away railroad and wagon bridges cv3r
the Miami River*
A tremendous 'downfall of rai'n in I-ew YorV, Larch 24th
and S5th,1913, developed floods which washed aw'ay bridges
and blocked trains*
'’^he flood of 1913 v/ashad out tracks and caused
lilies to fall down in Pennsylvania*
The flood in the Ohio Valley s^topned trains*
'’’he lake Shore and Li chi gan Southern was the only
railroad which was working between Dew York and Chicago on
the night of Larch £6,1913* Over this line were sent tho
trains of other railroads* ^he derailment of many trains
occurred in flooded territories*
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Th 9 damage to railroad property 5n the flooded
Middle Vi'est
,
plus the loss entailed hy the suspension of
traffic, was conservatively estimated as from 10,C00,00C
to 15,000,000-
'^he floods in the Middle West nractically put out
of husiness the entire railway system of Ohio and Indiana
for five days- Railway officials stated that to repair and
replace the railways affected hy this disaster would prac-
tically wipe out the surplus earnings of many railroads-
1
"’he Postmaster-General announced on March 26th
that the destruction wrought hy the floods in Ohio and
Indiana was so serious that it would he ten or twelve days
before a regular mail service could he rssum.ed vnth the
rem^ot e districts-
It was shown hy reports that never before in the
history of the service had there been such a serious in-
terruption to the mails on account of floods-
I r -I'larshall says that never before in the history
of the Tnited States was there such a general prostration
of telegraph and telephone wires as during the great flood
-
1- Marshall , Logan - The irue story of our national calamity
of fire, flood and tornado- p-282-
2- I^rshal 1 , Logan - op • ci t
- ,
p
-
283-

S* Indirect
a- Increase of disease
The effect of the flood of March, 1907, at Pitts-
burgh in increasing certain kinds of disease is shown by a
comparison of the pneumonia and typhoid records in the
flooded wards of Pittsburgh* Dr*Beaty of the Pi+tsburgh
Bureau of Health gives us the number of cases of these +wo
diseases in certain wards on the North side, which are
largely ienanted by laborers, and v;ere par+ly inundated*
In March and. April, 19C6, when there was no flooi^,
there were fourteen cases of pneumonia and forty-eight of
typhoid fever*
In March and April, 1907, when the flood had a
height of thirty-six feet, there were forty cases of pneu-
monia and 118 cases of typhoid fever, more than twice the
/
number of ursceding years*
During the flood the water and dwellings in these
districts became badly contaminated by human waste, since
the flooding of •'oilets and sewers prevented their use* At
the same time many families usually dependent upon street
hydrants for domestic watar had to make use of this ex-
tremely impure river water* '^his affected large numbers of
people, many of them recently arrived foreigners unac-
quainted with methods of securing ready relief*
1* Ashe,VJ*V'/* Effect of forests on economic conditions in
the Pittsburgh district* p*828* Charities v-21-
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A strong sanitary organization is needed after
floods to remove the sources of infection- If the state is
unahle to assume control, the I'nited States government may
be appealed to-
The Mississippi Valley flood of 19E7 was battled
by health and sanitation forces on a scale unparalleled in
the peace-time history of this country-
Uinety-two nurses, fifty-eight doctors and thirty
sanitary engineers were on duty on May 27th in the seven
states affected- Outbreaks of disease were being checked
I
satisfactorily, with actual less disease, in Dr-Redden’s
opinion, than under normal conditions- Dr-Redden said that
an exhausive survey of the terrain was made which showed
that Arkansas had 15,000 head of dead livestock and Mi ss-
issiopi 25,000- To neutralize the menace plans were made to
send 50,000 pounds of chlorinated liras to be used in the
two states and one carload of dehydrated lime per county
in addition-
Pestilence outbreaks in the Mississippi Valley
were prevented by the nation's health arrnias- Dr-Hiscock,
of the Yale School of Medicine, said that the incidence of
disease was less than that normally to be expected
-
1- Science- New Series, May 27
,
i 927
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A Gonoerted drive on the three most feared
diseases, malaria, typhoid fever and summer diarrhea, was
made hy the Red Gross working in cooperation v/ith federal
and state health authoritiss- Gamps, stores, doc'*-ors'
offices and any conveni ent -^lace served as iminuni za+ ion
clinics where some 560,000 neople were completely immunized
against typhoid and 161,000 were vaccinated for smallpox-
Two tons of quinine and 200,000 gallons of spray
oil for m.osquito control were supplied for the war on
malaria, and a urogram was in progress for the complete
screening of 15,000 malaria patients- The spray oil was
spread over stagnant waters to urevent the maturing of the
mosquito larvae- liVater supplies were safeguarded and puri-
fied as far as uossihle, hut when such precautions were out
of the question educational cam.paigns were insti^-ated to
hoil drinking water and milk to orotect hundreds of home-
less hahi es from summer diarrhea-
Goniplete cars +hroughout tPs refuges oeriod was
given to about 600,000 people-
'"here is littis danger of contracting disease
from previous healthy men and animals- The remains of uer-
sons ill of, or killed by disease may be a source of in-
fect i on-
b- loss of wages
floods may have an important bearing upon the
wages which employees receive- The earnings and even the
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lives of thousands, especially of those living in the low
districts of the larger cities in the Pittsburgh section,
are threatened by the winter and spring floods- 'These
floods frequently result in losses to wage earners aggre-
gating several million dollars a year- In the flood of
IT-arch, 1907, it is estimated that more than 2,000 families
in the river districts of Pittsburgh, and an eaual number
in +he low lying sections of nearby cities, were forced
from +heir homes or their stores by high water
-
The flood of I.arch, 1907, at Pittsburgh caused
suffering by the loss in wages through the closing of large
establishments whose plants were flooded- It was estimated
at the time by one of the local newspapers +hat more than
100,000 people in the Pittsburgh District were idle for an
average period of a week- The losses to laborers by cur-
tailment of wages on account of floods am.ount annually to
more than 100,000* This loss takes place in the winter
when the wage earner can least afford it-
c- Fires
Fires may be started in times of flood* '’'’he
horror of the flooded district of Dayton in March, 1913,
was heightened by more than a dozen fires which could be
seen in the flooded district, but out of reach of fighters*
Fires broke out at Columbus during the flood of March, 1913*
1* Ashe,vV.W* Chari ties, Feb- 6, 1901 ,v- 21: p* 828, 831-
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Some time ago a river near Augusta, Oeorgi a, over-
flowed its banks and inundated the haseraent of a store that
Gontained unslaked lime* The wa+er acting uuon the lime
caused it to slack and give off enormous quantities of
heat* That building and several others were burned down by
I
the fire that followed*
Barns were inunda+ed with water in the flood that
swept through Vermont not so long ago* Several strange
«
fires that followed in the flood's wake v;sre traced to the
wetting of the hay* Tv/o days after the flood had receded
one farmer's hay-filled barn near Middlesex, Vermont,
caught fire* Bot drafts had been produced by the heat gen-
erated in the wet bottom layers of the hay pile un"*-!! the
a
close-packed mass caught fire*
Causes of Floods
There are various causes of floods with several
contributing factors*
1* Sudden and violent rain-showers falling upon an unusual-
ly heavy snowfall*
Sudden and violent rain-showers falling upon an
unusually heavy snowfall may causa a flood, even in dense-
ly-wooded highland regions* The valley of the '’’ennessee
1* 'i’he literary Di gest
,
Jan * 5 , 1929 ,p * 31 *
2* The literary Bi gest , Jan • 5 , 1929 , u * 32 *
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River and other North Amerloan s+rearas are visited at lang
intervals by such floods- The highest floods of the Alle-
gheny and Ivionongahela Rivers oocnr when a deep snow on a
frozen soil is suddenly melted by heavy v;arm rain-
s' Formation of an ioe-gorge
•^he formation of an ice-gorge in the rivers of
the higher latitudes may cause them to overflow +heir
banhs- Such floods are chiefly liable to taka place on
streams running from south to north, owing to a possibly
considerable difference in the temperature of their upper
and lower valleys- The warm rains of the f southern) head-
water regions may set afloat masses of drift-ice which may
encounter the rigid barrier of a frozen delta and in a few
hours cause the river to rise with a rapidity rivalling
the consequences of a cloud-burst- The St-Iawrence on this
side of the Atlantic, and the Oder and Vistula in the Old
’iVorld, have thus more than once turned their lower valleys
into inland lakes
-
A glacial dam formed across a river may produce
a similar result as an ice barrier formed by the river
itself but on a larger scale- Twenty million tons of water
were rushing on August 13,1928 upon tha valley of the In-
dus i trough mountain gorges tributary to the Shyok River
in Kashmir- (The Boston Globe- Boston, Mass- Aug-13,1928)
The breaking of a glacial ice dam 1000 feat wide and 1200
feet thick which had formed 140 miles north of Len set
free the v;atsr-
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little Khumban Glaoier in 1926 thrust its
nose across the Shyok Valley at this noint- The waters
had been piling up for two years, forming a lake nine
miles long> 17,000 feet above the Indus Valley* The British
officials had long foreseen the event and had posted signal
men for miles at intervals below the lake, ready to give
flood warning by bonfires and cannon* Unfortunately we do
not know what damage this flood caused as we have not found
any additional information dealing with +his flood*
3* Phenomenal rainfalls- ’’cloud-bursts"
V
Well-wooded countries may even be visited now
and ihen by phenomenal rainfalls with short, but destruc-
tive, inundations* "’he waters of the Brahmanoo-'-ra have
occasionally been raised by +hs torren'^s of the rainy sea-
son from an average of thirty +o eighty, or even eighty-
five, feet; and it is on record that on the 9th of October,
1627, there fell at Joyeuse, in the French leve^nnes, be-
iween 3:00 A*Li* and 11:00 P*I.i*, not less than ‘hirty-one
inches of rain*
The occurrence of floods is narticularly favored
in the V/asatch Mountains* Storms of cloudburst violence
are not infrequent during the summer and spring* "'his
great amount of water is unable to be absorbed immediately
by the soil, and as a result there is a tendency for it to
I
flow off from the watershed in the form of a flood*
1* Reyn^l d s
,
Robert V*R- f ’ • S •Pent • of Agriculture* ''^orest
Service* Bull* 91,p*13*)
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A disastrous flood may he "hrought a’bout'by two
cloud-bursts, or sudden and heavy rains, occurring within
a short interval of each other, when the same rainfall,
spread over a month, would have been comparatively in-
noxi ous
•
4- landslides
^The channels of roch-bound highland streams have
occasionally been obstructed by landslides, thus forming
mount ain-lakes which subseauen+ly burst their barriers
with most destructive results* In 1595 a disaster was
caused by the eruption of a lake formed by the fall of a
rock-avalanche into the valley of the Drance f southern
Sv/i t zerland
) ;
and only a timely alarm urevented the repe-
tition of that calamity at almost exactly the same spot in
1818- A dam three thousand feet long, six hundred thick,
and four hundred hi^rh was formed by a srlacier, followed by
a mountain-load of rock-debris, which dcvscended into the
valley of the little stream* The rains of the unper valley
in a few days swelled the obstructed river into a lake
estimated to have contained almost a billion cubic feet of
water* The dam burst two vi/eeks later,* but the inhabitants
of the lower valley had fled to the hills, together with
their cattle and every riortable piece of 'orooerty, and the
loss was chiefly confined to the demolition of a few
mountain-hamlets and the drowning of a herd of cows who,
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with obstinacy, had re+urncd +o thsir vallsy-
pastnras ;‘ust a faw monients hafore the explosion of the
I
6 eluge
•
5* Bloekine- of streams hy volcanic aj^encies
Volcanic agencies have now and then caused
similar disasters* valley of Samhnco, in the I^iexican
State of Iv'ichoacan, in September, 1759, gave birth to a
new mountain, which in less than forty-eight hours rose
to a height of thirteen hundred and fifty feet and com-
nletely obliterated the glens of half a dozen li+'tle moun-
tain streams* One of these streams reappeared two months
later in an eruption of steaming mud, water, and sand, that
spread far and wide over an ad,ioining plain, till the sub-
sidence of the upheaval gave it a chance to force its way
through the accumulated hillocks of volcanic cinders* "’he
same earthquake w'hich, in 1837, revived the activity of
the volcano of Papandayang on the island of Java caused
a landslide that obs’^ructed the valley of the river
Kediri,- so effec'*'ually
,
indeed, that the natives cele-
brated the funeral rites of the entombed stream* '''he
stream began to achieve its own deliverance by filling the
crevices of the obstructing rocks with superheated steam,
and when the barrier at last gave way the thunder of +he
descending waters is said to rave been ''"eard in the village
of Ilara Puddor, some forty English miles from the bat-^le-
• Oswald, P*L* ( li ppincott ' s , 1889 , V • 441 238-239 *
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6* Collapse of dams
Whan wa oonsidar the nnmhar and magnituda of
such Gons+ ruct i ons as dams, i+ soaaks vjall for the angi-
nearing profession that calamitias oausad by thair col-
lapse are so infrequent* '’’ha dam i + salf at 'Black "River
Falls, in Cc+o’ber, 1911, stood the reouirad s+rain, "but
i he end doss not seam to have bean pronerly -nrotected, and
the flood made a channel through the hll] ^-hera- In the
sam.e month the dam at Austin was des+roysd* ^he rock foun-
dation upon which hhs dam rested was evidently uns+able-
"’ha water undarminad ‘•'he dam which was anchored sight feet
deep, the foundation slid, the dam broke into seven sac-
a
tions and uarts of it were over+urnad
•
Alvord and Burdick say that +he partial pro-
tection given by the low lavass at Dayton and at Columbus,
Ohio, was responsible for the disasters in these cities
in 1913* ""nay say, "V/ithout the low levees which were
thought to furnish protection, the damage would have been
confined to a watting- "'he flood v;ould have risen compara-
tively slowly and the people would Aave had time to escape
or could have remained in tpeir houses with safety- At
1- Oswald, F-L- ( Li ppi ncot t ' s , 1889 , v • 44: 239 •
)
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both places it was ••he sudden and unexpected breaking of
inadequate le'vess that caused the great loss of life and
/
the heavj? pronerty damage*
Llarshall speaks of the breaking of the levees at
Dayton, but places the severity of the flood as due to the
collapse of the Loramie reservoir* He says, ’’ But the
severity of the flood ’hat hit Dayton was due to the col-
lapse of the Loramie reservoir in Shelby County , hurling
millions of gallons of water into the swollen Hi ami •Rushing
down the Liarni Valley the water carried everything before
it at Pi qua, '^roy, Sid'ney, Dayton, Carrollton, Ivliamisbury
and Hamil+on*”
'^he Johnstown flood was very destructive* Uight
villages were lying in a narrow valley aggregati-ng 50,000
0 80,000 inhabitants, 'he largest of the eigh'i being si"*--
uated at the lower end, with about 25,000 inhabitants*
A huge body of water hung far up in the mountain
500 feet above the chief village of the valley* formerly
this had been a small lake with natural outlets, which
•prevented it from being a menace to the valley below, but
an immense dam had been built which held back the v/ater
till the lake was more than quadrupled in size*
These were the condi'f'ions on Hay 31,1889* Heavy
rains had fallen for several days* Tho v;at3r-shed of the
Alleghany fountains uoured its S"’ reams into the artificial-
ly enlarged lake which acted as a receiving reservoir* t'v.o
1* Alvord,John '/» *and Burd i ck
,
Charles B* Reli ef from floods*
p * 53*
2* Harshall
,
Logan • '’he +n:e story of our national calami ’y
of fire, flood and tornado* p*24-25*
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rains had swollen every 15‘’‘ + l 0 stream that ran into it
into a torrent- The lake in ordinary times had an area
of three and a half miles in length, with an average width
of over a mile, and a depth in some portions of 100 feet,
but the water entering it had swollen the lake into a
volume of water of enormous pronort ions • A dam nearly 1,000
feet wide, 110 feet high, ninety feet thick at the base
and twenty at the top was between it and +hs valley below-
The dam gave way and the water rushed into the valley in a
solid wave v;ith a perpendicular front of forty feet-
The seven smaller villages were swept away like
straw and hurled, together with uncounted thousands of
their inhabitants, upon the larger village, and then, with
the accumulated ruin of the whole sight, dashed upon the
stone bridge at the bottom of the valley- The shock was
withstood by the bridge, and a new dam, as fatefull with
horror as the first had been, was formed- "’his dam held
back the water so that the whole valley was a lake from
twenty to forty feet in depth, with the remains of its
villages beneath its surface- A vast area was covered by
the wreckage of the ruined villages, piled from forty +o
sixty feet high, against '-he bridge- Oountless bodies of
^he living and the dead were crushed within ^he wreakage
and struggled for life upon it- 7ire started in the accumu-
lated ruins and burned the m.ass to the water’s edve-
1- L'arshall
,
Logan - "'he ’nie story of our national calamity
of fire, flood and •'ornado- p-294-295-
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?• Continuation of hsavy rain after tho ground has every-
where "been saturated*
The continuation of heavy rain after the j^round
has everywhere been saturated may result in a flood* A
forested area is not able to prevent floods in the face of
heavy, long continued rains*
8* Destruction of forests
The relation of forests and floods has been a
subject for discussion for some time* In the following
account we will first present the evidence favoring the
view that the destruction of forests causes floods* Next,
we will present the evidence which is favorable to those
who hold that the destruction of forests has no appreciabl
effect upon floods* B’inally, we will +ry to explain the
true relation existing be+ween forests and floods*
a* Belief in destruction of forests as a cause of
floods *
Oswald, in 1889, stressed the importance of the
relation existing between forests and floods* Be said,
’’But the affliction of river floods in their chronic and
infinitely more pernicious form is caused almost exclu-
sively by the disappearance of arboreal vegetation, and
especially by the destruction of the land-protecting high-
I
land forests*"
1* Oswald
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Willsy, in 1908, said that the i nvast j gat i ons
by the experts of the G-eologi cal Survey as well as the
United States forest Service proved beyond question that
the floods of the rivers of the Southern States were due
largely to the indiscriminate cutting of timber along
I
their head waters* Entire tracts of woodland forming the
watersheds of some of the principal southern rivers had
been s+ripped of their trees, so that the country was
•oractioally denuded of forest growth* '^he result of this
was that the bare watersheds did not hold the rainfall and
melted snow, the water flowing directly into the river
channels and thus forming floods* ^he forest cover had
acted like an enormous sponge, absorbing the precipitation
of moisture, which gradually drained off* The work of the
timberman had so stripped many of the watersheds that this
sponge had been destroyed* The worst floods of North and
South Carolina have been shown by an invest i s^ati on to
have been in watercourses from which the woodland has been
thus removed* ^he connection between great floods and the
des+ ruction of the forests is very close as shown by ‘’he
history of the Southern States; for urior to 4h;e inroads
made by the timberman in the Appalachian, the volume of
water coming down the rivers during the so-called flood
season averaged far less in volume than it did after their
coming *
1* V;illey,Day Allen* fScien-^ific \.merican,ray 2S,1908,
v*98:373*
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b- Belief aj^ainst the destruction of forests as a
cause of floods
""he belief that forests have little effect uoon
floods is upheld by I’oore and o^'hers* *he observations
made by coirmetent engineers during tv;o and one-half cen-
turies in the basin of *'he S-=»1ns show that there has been
a gr-idual and constant decrease in the height of floods
/
with the diminuation of forests*
iJrnst Sanda, chief of the Hydrographic Bureau
of the Austrian Government, has traced the history of the
one hundred twenty-five floods of the Danube during eight
hundred years, and concluded that progressive deforesta-
s.
tion of the country has had no effect on floods*
l-r*L!oors studied the average stags and precipi'''a-
tion of the Ohio River from 1871-1908 and divided these
years into two equal periods* There was a slight increase
in precipitation for the second period •’•hat agreed prs-
3
ci sely with the slightly greater average flow of watar*
1
-
l-oore , Willi s Luther* A report on the influence of forests
on climate and on floods* Washington,D* 1* ,1910,p*19
*
2- Horests in relation to climate and floods* f Scientific
American, October 29 , 1910 , v* 103'334*
)
3* Lloore , Willis Luther* op*cit* p*33*
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Ths result of his investigation seems to prove that such
deforestation as had taken place in the basin of the Ohio
had had no appreciable effect on the flow of the river*
L^r-lioore had Prof H* C • Frankenfi eld
,
Chief of the River and
Plood Division of the Y/eather Bureau, compile the data
from one station on the Cumberland, three on the Tennessee,
and five on the Ohio, and establish the average high water
for the four wet months, January to April, and the average
low water for the four dry months, July to October* Fe
found that the average high water was no higher and the
average low water was no lower for the last half of the
/
period than for the first half* V^e call attention to
Zon’s criticism of ihe reliability of statistics based
upon the averages of river stages* “Fe says,
’*It has been pointed out that an average river
stage cannot be a reliable measure of the actual discharge
of the river* The water stages may decrease, yet the total
discharge of the rivers may remain the same, as when ’he
river beds are deepened or a change in the slops caused by
river improvements takes place* '"herefore, even if the
height of the medium and low-water stages decreases, this
does noi furnish reliable proof that the total discharge
has also decreased* The only way to determine with certain-
ty whether a decrease in the voluuie of water Vas taken nlacs
is to measure directly, for a long period of years, the
actual discharge of rivers and streams* It has been especially
1* ifoore ,V/illis Luther* A report on the influence of for-
ests on climate and on floods* 'Y/ashi ngton, D* C *
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3raphasiz9d that a diminished height of medium and low-water
stages may he produced hy an increase in the height of
high-water stages, or, in other words, that the regimen of
the rivers might undergo a change without a decrease in the
I
total annual discharge*”
Lieut *001* Edward Burr made a study of the flow
of the Merrimac River in resnonse to orders of •"he Chief
6f Engineers, U*S*A*, for the purpose of determining v;hat
influence, if any, the forest s exert upon the stream flow
of the locality in question* There were available daily
records of stream flow at Lawrence from 1849 up to 1909*
His report bears the date of Lay 23,1910*
'^he conclusions of Col*Bu.rr are quoted as follows,
"Deforestation of ti-o basinUierrimac River) con-
tinued progressively from the earliest settlements until
about 1860 to 1870, and since that period, forested areas
have increased through natural causes by 25 per cent or more
of the entire basin, notwithstanding the continuance of
lumbering operations*
"''’he average run-off through the river vari es
with the precipitation over its basin, and the percentage
of run-off to precipitation is not appreciably affected by
forest changes as great as 25 per cent or more of the basin*
.
"The frequency of floods has not been decreased by
forestation, or increased by deforestation*
1* Son, Raphael* Hores+s and water in the light of scientific
investigation* p* 53-54*
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” 3xc0pt i onally high floods have occurred at inter-
vals without respect to forest conditions-"
vVe must again call attention to the danger of
taking the average run-off into account- The orecipi tat j on
remaining the same, the average run-off may remain cons'^ant
even though the high and low stages of the river may vary
greatly-
Prof- Daniel Webster L-ead made an exhaustive study
of the available flow records upon +'he YHsconsin streams,
particularly to determine the effect of the forest cutting
upon the flow of the streams- He concluded, ’’'^hat in general,
the deforestation or cutting of timber in Wisconsin has had
no material effect favorable or adverse, on the high-water,
mean-water or low-water flow of the streams or on the regu-
larity of such flow-'’
1-W-Durham, Principal Assistant, T/.S • Ungineer, has
covered +he conditions in Wisconsin on tbs' St - Croix and
Chippewa Rivers relating to forests and the stream flow-
Lr- Durham concludes,
"i-y conclusions are +hat the destruction of the
pine forests in vVisconsin has had no effect whatever in
creating or Increasing floods and drouths in tributary
1- Alvord,John V.'-and Biird i ck, Charles Relief from floods
-
p- 22-
2- Alvord,John VV-and Burd i ck^ Charles op-cit- p-24-
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streams, or in the Upper 1-3 ssisslopi
,
inasmuch as these
features are controlled by precipitation which has not
increased or decreased to any rnarlcsd extent, at least not
during the periods of accurate observations made by the
vVeather Bureau* The high waters are not higher, nor the
low waters lower than formerly, nor are they of greater fre-
quency and duration, and the tendency appears to be of
I
years favorable to navigation in both respects*”
L-r'lIoore concludes his report as follows*
”fl) Evidence is s+rong that the cutting
away of the forests has had nothing to do with the creating
or the augmenting of droughts in any oart of the world*
”(5) Uloods are caused by excessive precipitation--*
”(6) Compared with the total area of a given
watershed, that of the headwaters is usually small and,
except locally in mountain s'^reams, their run-off would
not be sufficient to cause floods, even if d eforesi at i on
allowed a greater and quicker run-off* Granting for the
sake of argument that deforestation might be responsible
for general floods over a watershed, it would be necessary,
in order to prevent them, to reforest the lower levels with
their vastly greater areas, an impossibility unless valu-
able agricultural lands are to be abandoned as flood-nro-
ducing areas*
1* Alvord,«Tohn W*and Burd i ck
,
lharl es B* Relief from floods*
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’’(7) run-off of our rivers Is not materially
affected by any other factor than the precipitation*
”(8) 'i^he high waters are not higher, and the low
waters are not lower than formerly* In fact, there appears
to be a tendency in late years toward a slightly better
low-water flow in summer*
” ( 9
)
Floods are not of greater freouency and
/
longer duration than formerly* ’
Lieutenant-Colonel -li- Chi tt enden, of the engineer
corps of the United States Army, discovered, that the great
floods of the Sacramento River were doe to the sudden melt-
ing of soft snows which had been sheltered and conserved by
the forests until late spring, and that the rivers on the
east side of the range, comparatively bare of forBsts,
though smaller, were s+eadier*
c* Conclusions
The determination of the precise effect that a
given area of forest within a large watershed has upon the
discharge in+o the river cannot be obtained because so
I* i-oore , V/illis Luther* A report on the influence of for-
ests on climate and on floods* Washingt on^ D* C
*
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1910 *p * 37
2* Brooks
,
Ben^ami n * fTechnical World
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many othar factors inflncncs the 'behavior of streams*
"'hese other factors are the presence or absence of natural
reservoirs in the form of lakes and. swamps, the steepness
of the slopes, the porosity of the rock and soil, and the
nature of the climate*
”An inquiry among engineers regarding the influ-*
ence of forest upon s+ream flow, made by the National Con-
servation Commission in the fall of 1908, showed that the
majority of engineers in this country are of the oninion
that forests affect "l-he regularity of flow of water in
streams* Of the 171 replies received from act i ve , assocl
-
ate, and junior members of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, 151, or about 39 oer cent, mentioned rivers
and creeks the regimen of which has changed to their
knowledge after a reduction of the forest cover of the
watersheds* Only about 20 reul i es were to the effect that
personal observations upon the flow of water in rivers
showed no direct connection between forests an'^’ s+ream
flow •
'’In jJi’rope the effect of forests u-non stream flow
was pointed out by hydrographers as early as in the thirties
/
of the last century*”
The part under forest will hold back little show-
ers and postpone the rising of the rivers for a time, but it
cannot prevent floods in the face of heavy, long-continued
rains or the rapid melting of masses of snow* ’’Ibccessive
1* Zon,naphael* Forests in the light of scientific investi-
gation * p • 52
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rainfall and sudden thaws will always cause floods in rivers
/
unprotected by large natural reservoirs like the Oreat lakes*”
The run-off from some limited area during the spring
flood period may be increased under certain conditions by the
presence of a forest cover on a given v/atershed* Chittenden
has shown that in Yellowstone Park and similar mountain re-
gions the forests protect the snow from drifting, melting,
and evaporating, while in the open there is much drifting and
an early clearing up of those places well exposed to wind and
to sunshine; therefore, when warm weather and its rain come
on abruptly, and come on to stay for the summer, as they do
in these regions, the melting of the snow in the forests, be-
cause of the greater area exposed, the surface being uniformly
covered, is far mors rapid than it is in the open v^^here it is
badly drified, and leads to higher freshets and less enduring
Or
run-offs
•
A high-water stags follows when the capacity of a
forest cover to retain moisture and retard run-off has been
reached* If the forest had been cleared away and the bare soil
exposed to frost, Vvfind, and sun, most of the win+er’s snov/fall
1* Shepard , Ward • (U*S*Dept*of Agri cul ture • Circular 19,p*2-)
2* iroore , Willis Luther* A report on the influence of forests
on climate and on floods* Washington, !>* C
• ,
1910, p*16*
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would hava been dissipated and the freshet limited in vol-
ume largely to the immediate rainfall, li+tle if any of which
would have been re'f'ained by the frozen ground • '^he result-
ing flood, which would be much m.ore flashy than from a for-
ested watershed, might not reach even as high a stags and
would be of very brief duration* An increase in flood flow
caused by forest protection is the rare exception, and over
a large area would be offset by beneficial results from
other drainage uni+s-
Zon summarizes +he effect’s of fores+s upon stream
flow which have been observed in this country and abroad as
follows
,
’’I- fhe total discharge of large rivers depends
upon climate, precipitation, and evaporation* '^he observed
fluctuation in the total amount of water carried by rivers
during a long period of years depends upon climatic cycles
of wet and dry years*
*^2* The regulari + y of flow of rivers and s‘*'reams
throughout the year depends upon the storage capaci“*'y of
the watershed, which feeds •^he stored water to the s'^rearns
during the summer through tihderground seepage and by
springs* In winter the rivers are fed directly by precipi-
tation, which reaches them chiefly as surface run-off*
”3* Among the factors, such as climate and character
of the soil, which affect the storage caoacity of a watershed,
and therefore the regularity of stream flow, the forest ulays
an import ant cart, especially on impermeable soils* ''’he mean
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low stagas as well as the moderately high stages in the riv-
ers depend upon the extsnt of forest cover on the watersheds
The forest tends to equalize the flow throughout the year hy
inalcing the low stages ’higher and the high s+ages lower*
”4* ^’loods which are produced hy exceptional
meteorological conditions cannot he prevented hy forests,
hut without their mitigating influence +hs floods are more
I
severe and destructive*”
If it can be shown that erosion adds to the danger
of floods hy the deposition of silt on river ho'*'toms, any
method that will prevent erosion will lessen the danger of
floods* iirosion as a result of deforestation is of impor-
tance, hut of unequal importance in different sections* It
is upon steep rough lands and impermeable soils that forests
as an erosion-preventive factor are most important* In level
countries it makes hut li+tle difference in this particular
whether the ground is waste, cultivated, or densely forested
'^he effect of forests is relatively unimportant in regions
composed of sand plains and gravel beds or s+ rewn with lakes
and swamps* If the soil becomes well sodded with grass,
erosion is little worse in fields than in woods, but usually
the fields are cultivated from time to time, and occasions
come when the best of care and cultivation cannot prevent
the formation of bad gullies that in;jure both the gullied
fields and those of the lower grounds that are overflowed*
1* Zon, Raphael* Forests and water in the light of scientific
investigation* p*69*
I
3^
’’The forest is the most effective a^ent for pro-
tecting the soil from erosion because fl) the resistance
of the soil to erosive action is increased by the roots of
the trees, which hold the soil firmly in place, and ( 2 ) at
the same time the erosive force of the run-off is itself
reduced; because +he rate of its flow is checked and its
(
distribution over the surface equalized*”
A well-kent forest has a dense ground cover of
trees, shrubs, and lesser plants that imnedes the flow of
water* ’’'’’ree roo+s spread far and wide to a depth of 2 feet
or more, usually much deener than +he roots of grass or
farm crops; and the roots of the lesser olant s help to bind
the top soil together* On too of the ground is a mat of leaves
or needles, twigs, branches, and dead grass and herbs, vary-
ing from a few inches to a foot or more in depth; and be-
neath this mat is the spongy woods mold or humus derived
from the decay of generations of leaf fall*
’’The canopy of leaves and branches breaks the force
of rain and evaporates considerable quantities of it* '’’he
rain that oenet rates the canopy has next to contend with
+he leaf litter, which retards the water in its flow over
the surface, soaks up nart of it, and passes part of it
down to the humus and + hence into -t-he mineral soil • Also
in their life processes, trees absorb large quantities of
water from the ground and pass it off as vapor from their
leaves* By these means the forest intercents and evaporates
1* Zon, Raphael* Forests and water in the light of scientific
investigation* p*41*
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a part of the rainfall, absorbs another part, and slows
down the surface flow of the rest, retarding its speed
and erosion action on the soil* 3ven in heavy rains the soil
under a dense well-kept forest is little disturbed, and
the streams that derive their water from such a forest are
I
likely to remain clear*”
'^he increase of erosion on watersheds that have
been deforested has been observed frequently both in Amer-
ica and in 3urope*
'^he annual silt of the Tennessee River is 11,000,000
tons,* yet some of its heavily forested head streams carry
only a trace of silt even in high water* '"he soil is
gathered by the 'i'ennessee River mainly from deforested and
agricultural lands*
Erosion in most of the region in Llinnesota and
'.Visconsin which contain the headwaters of the 1-i ssi ssi noi
is not an important factor* '^he silt burden of the
Ifississippi River above Minneapolis is only one-fiftieth
as great as that of the 'Tennessee River* '^he soil contains
much sand and gravel, v;hich absorb water readily even after
the forest cover is destroyed* 'The land
,
moreover
,
is level
or gently sloping; and the headwaters of the I.Ii ssi ssipoi
have an extensive lake and swamp system, with a large capacity
3
lor storing flood waters*
1* Shepard ,Vyard * ( U* S * -Dept * of Agriculinre * Ci rcular 19,p*5*)
2* Shepard, V.'ard * op*cit*,p*14*
3* Shepard , 'ward * op*cit*,p*17*
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Uncioubtsdly the greatest burden of silt and
freshet run-off contributed to the Mississippi River
comes not from forest land but from farm lands which are
being unwisely used- '^his view is confirmed by reports on
6 major basins and individual reports on 73 drainage units-
The silt and run-off is not only greater from the agri-
cultural regions as a whole than from the forest regions -
it could hardly be otherwise from, a great basin only 20
per cent in area timbered - but greater in oroportion to
I
area-
3i:irope furnishes us with numerous exarnules- A
survey of the River Po by the govern-’ient showed that floods
had steadily increases in height for a century- *^1.0 Loire
was formerly much used for navigation, but is now no longer
navigable above Saumur- ""he bed of the river is choked with
sediment and in summer is only a stretch of sand- Only 13
per cent of the Loire watershed is forested whereas formerly
a
the percentaa-e was much great er-
A good example of the effect of forest cover uoon
erosion and stream flow is furnished by Prance- Tn that
country some 800,000 acres of farm land had been ruined or
seriously injured as a result of' clearing about the head-
waters of streams, and +he copulation of 18 denartments
was reduced to poverty and forced to emigrate- "^orest
1- Sher/.'jan, 1-A- ^ U . s . . of Agri culture - li rcular 37,p-22)
2- Shepard ,v.'ard - ( U - S • -Dept - of Agri culture - Ci rcular 19,r)-14-)
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planting was "begun on the headwaters of the s-^reains in
I860- Up to this time 163 torrents have been entirely
controlled by this means, and 624 more are beginning to
show the effects of forests on their headwaters- 1 ^alf
century ago thirty-one of the torrents now entir-^py con-
trolled by this means were considered honelessly bad
•
Aft 5r many e'ooeriDients the foremost "French engineers tave
come to the final conclusion that forest cover Is one of '
the most effective means for checking erosion and that
the best place to con+rol stream flow is at the headwaters
of the streams- Examples of reforestation of mountains for
the control of torren+s can be found in the French Alps
I
and in ""yrol •
'^he V/eehs Act, passed in Larch 1911, provided
that forest land which could, be shown to exert an appreci-
able effect upon navigable streams might be purchased by
the Government and created into forest reserves or national
forests- The duty of determining this relation be+ween the
forests and the navigable sd reams was ulaced by the law
upon the Geological Si^rvey- Upon the passage of the V/eeks
Act, therefore, it devolved upon the Geological Survey to
make a favorable showing on any and every tract of land,
prior to consideration of its purchase-
'^he V/ccks Act anpr-nnri at cd 11,0QC,C00 in •arms
of fiscal years,
-I 1,000,000 for +he first year and
^ 2,000,000 annually for the succeeding five years,- these
1- Zon, Raphael- Forests and wa'*-er in the light of scientific
Invest igat i on^ p - 41
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amounts unless expended, lapsing with each t^nly 1st •
Field parties from the Geological Survey during
the four remaining months of the fiscal year from the pas-
sage of the act studied several large tracts of mountain
forest land in the Southern Appalachians States and renorted
favorably upon them*, based squarely uoon the princiole of
protection of navigable streams from the products of ex-
cessive erosion due to deforestation and repeated burning
of the forest mat or mulch* It was clearly shovm that the
silt and detritus resulting from such forest treatment was
washed down into the tributaries and from them found their
/
way into the lower navigable rivers and clogged them*
Forests tend to prevent or decrease the ^^eight
of floods by retarding the run-off* Koore writing in 1910
says, ”At the tenth International Congress of Irrigation,
held at Li Ian in 1905, papers were presented by representa-
tives from France, Germany, Italy, Austria, and Russia,
in which the writers heartily favored the protection of
the forests and their cultivation* Riit these v;riters were
unanimous in the opinion that forests exercise li+tle in-
fluence upon either the high water or the low water of
ri vers * ’’
1* Litchell,Guy llliott* (Scientific Ameri can , Bee * 28 , 1912
,
v*107; o49 * )
2* I-oore ,V^i 11 i s luther* A report on the influence of for-
ests on climate and on floods* Vi'ashi ngton, B* C * 1910 *p • 19 *
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\'ia may oontrast this statement with that made
by Zon* in 1927 in which he said, " the consensus of
opinion among the leading authorities in engineering and
forestry the world over is that the forest exercises a
potent influence in the regulation of stream flow*”
Such a divergence of opinion may he due to "^he
complexity of tha prohlem and the failure to give due
weight to the fac+ors involved, as well as to '•'he needless
confusion arising from the introduction of factors which
A-
have no hearing on the suh;lect- Zon says that with +he ex-
ception of a carefully planned experiment hy the Swiss
Government and a similar experiment star^ad in the Rochy
Lloun+ains hy the ?orest Service, no thoroughly accurate
studies of this prohlem have been mads anywhere*
'^he well-kept forest is the best watar holder of
the various forms of vegetative cover* factors that
make the forest a good soil holder also make it a good
water holder*
Ib has been es+imated hy Eey that bhe amount of
water which the forest cover saves to the soil by re-
ducing the surface run-off and changing it to underground
seepage is as follows t ^or fores+s at low altitudes when
the rains are not heavy and the soil is less suh.'^ct to
freezing, 20 per cent; for fores+s of moderate altitudes,
3
3d per cent; and. for mountain forests, 50 oer cent*
1 * Zon , Raphael * Rorests and water in the light of scientifio
i nve st i gat i on , p * 43 *
2 * Zon, Raphael • op*cit*,p*a3*
3 * Zon , Raphael • op * ci t
• ,
p
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The leaf muleh even in a prolonged rain keeps
feeding the water underground and thus empties and refills
itself* ^his absorptive capacity may he overtaxed in a
violent or long-continued rain, hut even so, the forest
has already reduced the run-off and continues to impede
the remaining surface water in its progress to the stream
beds* 3uch torrents as rush from hare, gullied land are
rare in a forest*
rnderground storage of water by forests may he
an important natural means of regulating and equalizing
stream flow* '^he water carried into the earth by the ab-
sorbent ground cover of a forest may percolate for months
before it emerges*
Humus and leaf litter also keep the soil it-self
mellow , porous
,
and more permeable- '^he soil of the forest
is softer, lighter even t-han newly plowed loam*
A forest retards run-off by still other means*
V/ater and snow, which falls on the leaves and branches of
trees, are either evaporated or delayed in reaching the
ground* The evaporated water m.ay be as much as one-third
of i he total precipitation* ^he influence of forests in
retarding snow melting is of mors importance* A well-stocked
forest exerts a modifying influence upon the extremes of
temperature,* it is warmer in winter and cooler in summer
than open land* As spring comes on, snow mel+ing may begin
earlier in the woods, but it usually lasts from fouh to
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eight times longer than on open ground, depending upon
the species, density, age, and location of +he stand* "'he
protection given the snow hy the forest from the sun and wind
and the partial retention of the spring rains hy the forest
cover prolongs the melting of the snow* Pine and hemlock
prolong the melti-ng of deep snows, even under warm rains,
for several days longer than deciduous trees* As the mellow
soil of a forest is likely to remain unfrozen or to freeze
less deeply than soil in •'he open, it absorbs more of the
snow water,* soil in the open, freezing more freely and
deeply during winter, permits snow water to rush off more
rapidly into the streams* Iven in midwinter af-t-er •'he
ground in the open is frozen solidly, moisture from melting
snow or rain can usually find its way fhroufl-h open spaces
of the coarse top cover of forest litter into the protected
layers below where it can be finally taken up by the soil*
An important source of river floods are spring freshets
from melting snow* Pores+s tend to reduce flood crests and
to equalize stream flow by delaying snow msl‘’'ing, feeding
part of the snow v^ater into the ground, and thus prolonging
the period of run-off*
"“he character of soil, the grad lent, and the time,
duration, quantity^ and form of precipitation, as W3ll as
the character of the cov^r, all enter into the d e+ errni nat i on
of tbe effect of forests on the amount of run-off* is
obvious that the ratio of total run-off ••o precipitation
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will be greatest when the slope is steepest, the soil most
impervious, and vegetation most scanty- '^he maximum run-off
occurs at once. in such a case
•
The value of a forest in preventing erosion and
regulating stream flow is not directly oropori ional +o the
volume of timber on any given area- ^he density of cover,
amount and character of undergrowth, and depth of humus
accumulation affect the value of the forest- '^he oro+ective
influence of a mature forest in ooen stand with a large
amount of merchantable saw timber may be very low because
of overgrazing or repeated ground fires which have destroyed
the undergrowth and leaf litter- A watershed may be very
well pro+ec+ed, on the other hand, by a young or scrubby
growth or by thickets of inferior species by reason of hhe
density of its canopy and the depth of litter accumulation-
Run-off is checked the greatest when the ground
beneath is covered with an unbroken leaf litter- Run-off
is little affected by a forest without leaf litter, on
slopes at moderate altitudes-
The amount of surface run-off is greatly in-
fluenced by the porosity or permeability of the soil-
'^herefore, the influence of the forest v/ill vary with the
character of the soil on which it grows- '^he crowns of
trees, which break the violence of the rainfall, together
with a surface mulch of leaves and twigs, prevent heavy clay
or o'*'her impermeable soils from becoming compact and allow

it to retain its granular structure, thus making it more
permeable to v;ater* '^he influence of +he forest in decreas-
ing surface run-off may be very insignificant on a soil
very permeable to water, such as sand, consisting chiefly
in preventing the soil from being washed away*
'"he effect of the forest on the amount of surface
ru.n-off varies with the «:eological formation, topograuhy,
and size of the watershed, as well as with the depth and.
character of the soil* The geologic formation and the dip
of the strata are such in some basins that as much as 10
per cent of the ureci oi t at ion is allowed to escape by deep
underground passages and so en'’'irely lost, at least to the
given drainage basin*
The character of the flow in the stream is
appreciably affected by the character of the stream and its
tributaries, the slope or gradient of the s'^ream, the
presence of falls and rapids, the section of the stream,
the arrangement of the tributaries, and the presence of
natural storage reservoirs* "'he effect of the forest cover
may be obscured or increased by them* '^he use of streams
for irrigation or for water supuly may also obscure he
true effect of the forest on the regulation of their flow*
The G- 0ological Survey failed to find any excessive
erosion in the White iiountains due to deforestation* "'he
Survey instituted hydrometric investigations on two small,
alm.ost exactly similar, drainage basins in an endeavor to
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show that daforastat ion, and snhsequont hurnin^ of +h8
vegetal forest mulch resulted In a more rapid run-off,
and therefore tanded to make unstable the flow of streams*
One of the basins was largely clothed with virgin
timber and the other was deforested and burned* It was
shown by careful measurements of precipi tat ion over the
areas and of the run-off of the respective streams that
not only was the snow held better in the forested area,
but that during a period of 17 days in April, 1912, in-
cluding three extended storms, the run-off in the stream
in the deforested area was a comparative flood - practically
double that of the stream flowing through the forested area*
The results of these studies are held to show
that throughout the White fountains the removal of forest
growth must be exoected to decrease +he natural s+eadiness
I
of dependent streams during the spring months at least*
Zon summarizes the effects of forests in conserving
precipitation as follows,
’’(l) The hydrological role of fores+s in level
countries differs from that of forests in hilly or mountain-
ous regions*
'’(2) In level country, where 'here is no surface
run-off, forests, in common with o'^her vegetation, ac't^ as
drainers of the soil; hence their imuor-'-ance in draining
marshy land and imnroving hygienic conditions* In such
country their effect upon springs is unirnnor-f- ant *
j* Ikli t chell
,
Guy IJlliott* f Sci en'*' i f i c American, Dec * 28 , 1912
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”(3) In hilly and mountainous country forests ars
Gonservers of watsr for stream flow* ilven on the staapast
slopes 'I'hey create conditions v/ith regard to surface run-off
such as obtain in a level coun^•ry• Irrespective of species,
••hey save a greater amount of precipitation for stream flow
than does any o‘*'her vegetable cover similarly situa-'-ed* ^hey'
Increase u'nderground storage of water to a larger extent
than do any other vegetable cover on bare surfaces* '^he
steeper the slope the less nermeable the soil, and the
heavier the oreci pi tat i on the greater is •-his effect*
”<'4) In the mountains, the forests, by breaking
the violence of rain, retarding the melting of snow, in-
creasing the absorntiva capacity of the soil cover, prevent-
ing erosion, and checking surface run-off in general, in-
crease- underground seepage, and so te'nd to maintain a steady
I
flow of water in streams*”
9- Dver-grazing
^ach individual drainage unit which embraces any con-
siderable acreage of unreserved rublic domain suitable for
grazing is reuorted, with very fev/ exceptions, as being
injured by overgrazing and unrsgulated grazing, with des-
tructive erosion taking place over iargs areas* ^here are
no data available to show to what extent- this resul+s in
increasing the rapidity of the run-off* Ixcept for local
1
’Zon
,
Raphael * ^ores'f’s and wa'^-sr in the livht of sci e'c-^- i f i c
investigation* p*40*
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freshets, from a flood standooint, such incroaso would
not “ba material- ""he ae:gre^ate of the burden of silt
which misused grazing lands contribute to the Lissouri
and Arkansas must be vary P-r eat •
The acreage is slowly dv/indling because +hase
lands are open to en'^ry under the various nublic land laws-
"he report of the General Land Office of +he Departn'ent
of the Interior, fuly 1,1926, gives the total area of
public lands in the l-'i ssissiupi Basin as 32,514 square
miles, or 22,808,960 acres- Althoup-h some of '^hese lands
are timbered, they practically all have some value for
grazii'ig- "’he watershed of the I-'issouri "River con'^ains
most of ^Vese lands - 31,084 square miles- I.-^IO square
I, lies are on +he Ar"kansas wa^ ersh ed ,- and 20 square miles
';,re on the Red Ri’'’’er-
These lands should be controlled- It is not
ignorance or lack of interest that accounts for misuse
but lack of control- Ko st-ockman has an incentive to avoid
overgrazing the public range when the leaving of any un-
used forage plants for reseeding is almost certain to re-
sult in some other stockman driving in his stock and
feeding off what has been so painstakingly saved-
Grazing control in the national forests has as
one of i‘*’S aims the reduction of erosion and flood dis-
charge- Similar grazing control of the unreserved public
domain has been recommended by the Secretary of the Interior-
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An important phase of grazing control is the building up
of an herbaceous cover in order to ameliorate floods and
silting* '"he result of an experiment by the Forest Service
on open grasslands in btah showed that the run-off from
rainstorms on overgrazed land was seven times as great as
that on moderately grazed lands**
Fhe Breaks of the Southwest present a serious
erosion problem* 'I’his region marks the boundary or break
between the staked Plains of the Texas panhandle and the
lower rolling red prairie country to the east* A rock cap
which underlies the plains and preserves their surface until
undermined and broken off forms the steepness of •*'he escarp-
ment between the lower edge of the Breaks and the "^^igh Plains*
'"he soil of the "^igh Plains almost entirely soaks
up the rain which falls upon it* '"he Breaks, which extend
back along the valleys being cut by the upper tributaries
in ""exas and western Oklahoma, receive the run-off, and
consequently the erosion*
A combination of many sleep slopes, scanty vegeta-
tion, abundance of easily eroded soil, and sudden hard rains,
makes soil erosion extremely active through the Breaks- re-
gion* "'he Arkansas and +he Red Rivers draw their first great
burden of silt from ibis region, *and it is this source of
silt which the population of those two great drainage basins
reckon with in their plans for development, including the
1* Shepard
,
V/ard * fP * S ‘Dept • of Agriculture* Circular 19,p*14*3
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storage of water in reservoirs for irrigation, rower,
inunioipal srprly, or other rnrooses* '^he storage capacity
of reservoirs in that region will he dimini shed very
rapid.ly unless the burden of silt carried hy he local
si reams can he greatly reduced
•
The method of stopping erosion in the Breaks
region is a problem for research, but meanwhile overgrazing
is accelerating the progress of erosion*
'"he l.'anti national iPorest in Oen+ral Utah affords
an exceptionally good illustration of the harmful effect of
overgrazing upon stream flow* Severe floods after all storms
of more than usual violence have occured in this region for
a number of years* This condition of erra+ic run-off was
shown, by a careful study made during the spring and summer
of 1910, to have followed heavy overgrazing in the moun-
tains, and that where grazing had been res'*'ricted the con-
ditions v/ere rapidly improving* The towns located along
the bass of the V.’asatch Range are vitally interested in se-
curing an equable stream flow* They are not only dependent
upon the s-^ reams for their water supuly, but they have also
suffered heavily from floods in the nast and are still
constantly in danger*
A committee in 1910 composed of two sheepmen,
two cattlemen, and a merchant, reprssenting the towns of
Orangeville and Oastledale and surrounding agricultural
settlements in '5nery County, expressed the belief that floods
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were r^ue mainly +o the denut^ed condition of the range
which had resulted from overgrazing, and reques+ed the
protection of these watersheds* '^hey stated. In supnort
of their request, that for many years after the settlement
of lastle Valley in 1878, floods were unknown* Fowever,
soon after the ranges on the heads of the s+ reams were
heavily stocked v^/ith sheep and cattle, freshets began to
occur with each heavy rain during the summer months, and
these have steadily increased in volume and destructiveness*
Inquiries made of a number of men in the Forest
showed that no serious flood had occurred in any canyon
prior to 1888, at which time the sheep business had been
in operation for about six or seven years and the range was
already becoming badly depleted* Floods have occurred fre-
quently in one part or another of the Forest since that year*
Fhe last serious flood in I'anti Canyon occurred in August,
1902, before any effort was made to protect it from over-
grazing* All stock were excluded from the uplands during
the years 1904 to 1909, and the Forest had a chance to be-
come well reclothed with vegetation before the bad flood
season of 1909*
In August, 1909, the beneficial results obtained
from the protection afforded I'.ant i Canyon were forcibly
shown when Uphraim and Six Mile Canyons were flooded severely,
while rant i Canyon lying between them, was not nerceot j hiy
affected* iiphraira and Six klile Canyons were heavily over-
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graz 3 (l by sheep from 1882 until the establishment of the
Forest in 1903, and had since been closely grazed by cattle*
-iccordingly there was a much better soil cover in L'ant i Can-
yon, and there seems to be no reasonable doubt that to this
fact it owed its escaue from the floods of August 17 and 31,
1909 •
On September 18 and 19, while lohraim Canyon was
flooded twice and I.-anti Canyon had no flood, the latter
canyon was easily handling the run-off of a volume of water
approximately 25 per cent greater than that which was rush-
ing from the Cphraira v/atershed*
Reynolds says, '’’^aking all the facts into con-
sideration the absence of floods in the Mant i Canyon can be
attributed only to the protection afforded by the excellent
crop of forage on the area closed to s-razing* ^he growth of
grass and v^eeds in the bottoms of the gullies and on the
slopes was sufficient +o delay the run-off until the water
soaked in, while at the same time the earth was not so com-
pletely trampled by the constant traveling of stock as in
the other canyons*”^
Provision has now been made to protect the water-
sheds from further damage by making a reduction in the num-
ber of cattle and sheep which will be allowed to graze upon
upon the Forest*
1* Reynolds
,
Robert V*R* fT'*S * -Dept • of Agriculture* Forest
Service* Bui 1 * 91 , o * 9 * )
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10* ’’Blowing up” of the ground on the land side of a levee
The effect of the external uressure of water,
transmitted through or by a loose and weak und3rgroun(J,may
be to ’’blow up” the ground on the land side of the levee,
or, roughly speaking, knock the bottom from under it*
H- is supposed that the five breaks which occurred
in the Lower Yazoo District of L'i ssissippi
,
in 1890, oro-
ceeded from this cause, as well as the accident to the
St 'Louie settling basins* A masonry wall 8 ft* thick and
15 ft* high rested on a concrete foundation 15 ft* wide,
and was built on a soil of river silt composed of sand and
mud* This wall separated two settling basins, one full, the
other empty* Prof* Johnson said, ”i3vidently the seepage
from the full basin found i+s way beneath the puddle in
the empty basin, and raised it, with its covering of con-
crete, over an area of about 100 feet square, like a great
blanket, until it burst through and v^ashed out a hole be-
I
neath the stone wall*”
11* Other factors determining floods
Other factors determining floods, more or less
intimately related, may be classified under precipitation,
size of watershed, and climate*
1* Starling, Wil] iam * The floods of the Mississippi Riv3r*p*4*
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a* Precipitation
(l) Seasonal distribution
It is needless to say that without preoinitat 1 on
there would be no floods* Plood conditions reappear every
spring in some noticeable way* Floods do not occur because
the rain is so much heavier, or that the quantity of snow
on the ground is great, but that whatever does fall is in
I
a large measure converted into river water* 'T’he time of a
flood is of impor+ance to ‘t'he planter in the Mississiupi
Valley* "^he water which percolates through the soil, the
geep-water," as it is called, is a serious in,jury to the
planter* In the I«Ii ssi ssippi Valley seep-water is regarded
as far more hurtful than rain-water* 1+ is very difficult
to get rid of it by ditching* It may fo out of the ground
in time to make a crop if +hs flood comes early in the
season* Fhe seep-water will kill whatever it touches except
grass if the flood comes late, and then it w’ill be too late
to replant*
Fortunately for the olanter the influence of
seep-water does not' extend very far from the river, and as
it does not in"‘ure Bermuda grass, the riparian lands may
be used as pastures or meadows*
(2) Intensity, area, duration, and direction of
storms
Fhe intensity, duration, direction, and area
1* t3tarling,\Vi 11 iam* ^he floods of the lississiuoi Piver*r>*31*
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covered by s+orms have an irnpor+ant. bearing upon flood
heights* Excessively heavy or long-cont inued rains cause
high floods in large navigable rivers**
The severity of the L'ississiuoi flood in 1927
was due largely to the run-off from heavy and prolonged
3.
rainfall in the lower central valley*
Rain-storm after rain-storm during the months
of April and Hay, 1912, caused the t'i ssissinpi to swell,
undermine dikes, and break new crevasses all the way from
Vicksburg to Kew Orleans* The storms which originate in
the Gulf itself are the most formidable of all storms in
the l.-i ssi ssiupi Valley, so far as rainfall and floods are
concerned*
Gr.lf cyclones are generally marked by deluges
of rain, Vi/hich last is not rverely caught by the mountain
ranges that in+ercept and, as .it were, s+rip the clouds,
but also falls in profusion on all parts of the lowlands
that lie in t ne track of the storm* ^he uassage of one of
1* Son, Raphael * ]lorests and'W^ater in the light of scientific
investigation, p*66*
2* Gherman, 1* A* (G • S *
-Dept * of Agriculture* Circular 37, p* 4.)
3* Marshall ,Iogan* '^he true s+ory of our national calamity
of fire, flood and t ornado ,p * 301
•
4* Starling.William* The floods of ihe Mississippi River,
p • 26 •
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these eye] ones of+en occupies two or three days,
a rainfall of three inches is not unusual* A consi derahle
flood has been hnown to result from two of them, at an
interval of about a week apart, '''he tirne was from the
26+h of ifarch to the End of Ar-ril, 1886* "’t'cre was little
snow on the ground, and the rivers were decidedly low*
General heavy rains of considerable duration
occasion the floods of the great rivers like the Mi ssi ssi oui
and the Ohio, particularly if they fall upon melting snow,
or if the run-off reaches the main v;ater courses at' a
tiiT;e coincident with the run-off from the melting snows*
A series of great storms more or less local may also
causa floods on such rivers, narticularly if the storms
occur at such times and places that the run-offs coincide
in the main stream* '^he great floods of 1913 unon the
iviissi sslppi and. Ohio Rivers were caused by an unusually
excessive storm, on March 24th and 25th, ex‘‘'snding prin-
cipally across the northern tributaries of the Ohio**
It is difficult to define the rainfall in terms
of its effect upon the flow of streams, for the greatest
rainfall' in a given -f irae does not always produce the
greatest flood*
"’he height of a flood is influenced by the
condition of the ground as to moisture when the decisive
rain occurs* The soil may be already saturated with pre-
vious rains or with melted snows, so that it will not easily
1* Alvord,«Tohn W-and %rd i ck
,
Charles B* Relief from floods,
p*ll.
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absorb any moro, and this Indspendan^'ly of season*
Floods 'of less magnitude but more closely confined
may reach heights not attained by floods of greater mag-
nitude whose w'aters have been allowed to spread over the
lowlands* Breaks in levees will lower the flood heights
in the main channel*
On small watersheds, a short, sharp storm may
produce a great flood* A short, sharp storm lasting only
four hours, falling unon a watershed of 12*9 square miles
caused the disas^-rous flood of !irie,?a*ji in 1915*'
Heavy precipitation is one of the factors favor-
ing the occurrence of floods in the streams flowing from
iz.
the Inland i IJational Forest*
(3) Precipitation as snow
A sudden thaw which dumps simultaneously an
accumulation of snow, which has fallen over a wide area
into the rivers which drain it, may produce a flood, but
the principal cause of floods is not the melting of the
winter’s ice and snow* •I'*- is well known in the case of the
Ohio that some of the greatest floods ever recorded have
occurred when there was little snow on the ground* Some
of ihe heaviest snov/falls, on the o+her hand, have dis-
appeared by gradual thawing, without rain, and made but a
trifling and evanescent impression on the rivers* '^he
1* Alvord,fohn V/*and Burdi ck
,
Charles B* Relief from floods,
p-12*
2* Reynolds , Robert V*R* f U • S * -Dept * of Agriculture* Forest
Service* Bull • 91; o * 16
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aotion of snow should not he excluded when it exists* It
cooperates -powerfully with the rain- Tie effect of a v^arm
and heavy rain is greatly augmented by deep snow passing
I
off with it, that too, at a very cri+ical +ims-
b- Watershed
f 1 ) Size
In order to produce a flood we must have an
accumulation of water falling over a considerable area, and
then condensed at one point- Three rivers draining a con-
siderable oart of seven counties meet at Dayton, Ohio,-
Cairo, Illinois, is the meeting place of all the waters
from about eighteen statas-
It is obvious that ordinarily more rain will fall
on a large drainage basin than on a small one- '^he same
amount of rain falling on two drainage basins, one large
the other small, may not produce a flood in +he large one,
while the other one is flooded- A tributary of a large
drainage basin may be in flood, while '•'he main channel
shows no appreciable increase in height- "’hs destructive
power of a flood may be increased more by a single gully
of less than a quarter of an acre than it is by the clear
run-off of an entire section of well-managed fields or
woods- The size of the watershed, therefore, has an impor-
tant effect upon the rate of flood run-off-
1- Starl ing, William- The floods of the Mississippi T?iver,p-25,
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( 2 ) Shape
The shape of the watershed also affects the
flood rate- Thus, if a watershed is long and narrow, it
may have a less unit flood run-off than if it should he
mors nearly circular in form, pari i cularly when, in +he
latter case, the tributaries radiate fanwiss from the
border of the drainage area, thus tending to bring the
flood waters s iimj.lt aneou sly to one place- In the long and
narrow drainage area it often hapoens that the drainage
from the downstream watershed passes away before the waters
from the upper tributaries reach the i ov;er oarts of the
drainage area-
(3) Topography
^he surface topography is a very important con-
tributing factor- '"he water from the flat prairie lands of
Illinois is slowly drained away in a great storm- ''’he fields
become detention basins contribu+ing the water slowly to
’he wide flat valleys of the minor streams, which in tprn
give up their water slowly to the principal rivers- '’'he
roof-1 ilce hillsides of Pennsylvania, the Appalachian region,
some parts of Ohio and o+her places in the Iliddle West
deliver the rainfall so rapidly to the main streams that
heavy storms of comparat i veljr short duration may produce
excessive flood rates-^
Both the valleys of the t-i ssi ssipoi and the I’iami,
particularly, are veined with streams tributary to the
1- Alvord,John W-and Burdiclc, Charles B- Relief from floods.
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rivers, and in tirries of flood the water rises with araazing
rapidity and spreads far and wide over the valley floor*
'^’he depth and extent of the floods at Dayton is accounted
for by the fact that the city lies in a level res'i on and
that there is not enough pitch to the land below to carry
off the water** Iviany floods have occurred at Dayton*
The portion of the Wasatch Range which comuoses
the Llant i Rational Forest consists of alternating layers
of white limestone and sandstone, with little or no rock
of volcanic or igneous origin*
^he soft and coarse sandstone is readily eroded,
and deep gorges formed after the limestone layers have once
been completely cut through* '^he canyons are unusually
steep as a result of this action* Rapidity of run-off is
greatly increased by this steepness of slope, as well as
a
the danger of floods and damage from erosion*
(4) Surface and subsoil
^he rapidity of run-off is greatly affected by
the character of +he surface and subsoil;^ as to i + s quality
of shedding the rain or absorbing it* As floods are created
only by ac+ual run-off, each factor that adds to the amount
of run-off also adds ••'o the danger of flood* Upon the lower
Peninsula of Michigan, we have an example of highly absorptive
1* Marshall
,
logan • '^he true story of our national calamity
of fire, flood and tornado ,p • 31 7
•
2* Reynolds
,
Robert "'/•R* f U.* S *
-Dept • of Agriculture* Forest
service* Bui 1 * 91 ,p • 11-1 2 * )
Ic
i
surface, gentle slopes and a deep and canacious subsoil
of sand and gravel- In some localities all the rainfall
is absorbed by the surface-
Such watersheds as the Scioto and the liiami in
Ohio, upon the other hand, are largely underlaid by rock
at no great depth- The surface soils, although often of a
gravelly nature, are interspersed with clay to such extent
as to be highly impermeable and comparati vel t non-absorbent-
Throughout the ma'-or cart of +he Ohio River watershed simi-
lar conditions exist generally, and excent for its great
size, the unit flow rate would be excessive-
"’he soil of the i.'ant i Ra-*-ional forest, i*+ah, con-
sists mainly of sandy loams of various degrees of fineness,
often mixed with calcareous gravels- Such a deeu soil in
fairly level country and with a good ground cover would
absorb water quite readily and would tend to equalize the
run-off- Eov/ever, in +his particular region because of
steep slopes and lack of ground cover, the soil is very
easily eroded and in many places is only a few inches deep-
Sil+ing is a menace to the engineering works
used in river control- ^he s+orags capacity of reservoirs
built for flood retention is reduced by silting, and they
may be ul'^-imately filled by this action- "Brooks, writing
in April, 191 4, tries to show that floods are due to the
deposits of silt on river bottoms taken from farm lands-
Ee makes the statement that reclamation engineers are all
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agreed that the hottoiTiS of all our rivers running through
farciing country are rising* If the depth of a river is de-
creased a deposit of silt on its bot+om, the wid+h of
the river must be increased to carry the same amount of
water* If the width of the river is not increased, the
stream v/ill overflow its banks**
The Colorado River is a constant menace to Impe-
rial Valley, California* '^he con+rol of this river is large
ly a problem of silt control* Imuerial Valley contains
450,000 acres of irrigated farms and populous cities'* It
lies in a great depression or sink from 100 to 300 feet
below the channel of the river* "’he slope toward +he gu.lf
is less than the slope toward the valley* '^ha river at any
flood time may break from its shifting and uncertain
channel and turn into the valley* The valley will be per-
manently inundatad if the Colorado once breaks into the
valley and is not returned to its channel, because there
z
i s no outlet for the water*
The river flows virtually upon the rim of t.he
great basin in which the Imperial Valley lies and is con-
fined in its course by levees running south from the
international line at Andrade for many miles and then east
to Volcano lake* "’he expense of the levees is a serious
burden which must be borne ultimately by the land served
1* 3rooks, Benjamin* ("'echnical Worl d , April , 1914, v * El;
198-E04*
)
2* Smith* Boulder Canyon Pro;iect* Wash*,I)*C** Ilarch 15,1928
(U*3*-House of Representatives* Report To • 918 -p • i 5-1 6 *
)

with water- Levees have given only partial protection to
the valley- ^’or the six years, 1921-1926 inclusive, the
average expense per year under the head of river protection
was 202,083- In 1905 the river tooh advantage of the
temporary intake provided for the Imperial Canal and the
entire S'f ream poured its flow into Imperial Valley for a
period of 18 months- Only by great effort was the break
closed and the river returned to its channel- '^he I’nited
States then built Ockerson levee in I.Texico at an approxi-
mate expense of 4 1,000,000- It was washed away almost as
soon as it was completed- '^he river now turned westward
tov;ard the Volcano Lake region, still in I.exican territory,
but in a lower depression on the del'*'a- “^^he people of
Imperial Valley built an extensive levee system to keep
the river in this course- '^hi s depression filled up grad-
ually- Pescadero Cut was then made by the Imperial irriga-
tion district at a cost of approximately $ 700,000, to
direct the river into a triangular depression lying between
the old river channel on the east and the Volcano lake re-
gion on the north and west- ^his is the last depression
on the surface of this delta into which the river can be
di rect ed
-
]. Development of the lower Colorado River- Wash-,D-C-,
1928- (U - 8 - -Dept • of the Interior-Bureau of
Reclamation- p-384-)

/Durand says, " ,1t 3s clear that the
presence of silt ^ives rise to danger, exnense, and future
menace as follov/s:
”1- Building up the general level of the delta
cone with danger of flooding Imperial Valley*
’’2* Expense in maintenance and continued exten-
sion and elevation of levees*
"3* Expense to Imperial irrigation district in
clearing its canals of silt*
’'’4*
'Expense to farmers in valley in caring for
silt deposited on land*
"5* Expense to “^he entire valley in the filtra+ion
of all water for domestic and municipal use*
”6* lilenace in gradual elevation of land and in
consequent reduced, gradient between point of diversion
and the land served, with consequent choice of either
accenting reduced flow of present canals or of going to
exoense of enlarging cross sectional area*
”7* Lenace to land of becoming choked and rela-
tively impervious from deposition of fine silt, of which
the material carried on to the land is chiefly composed*’’
1 - Development of the lower Colorado River* Wash*,D*C*,
1928* fl’ * o * -Dent • of the Interior-Bureau of
Reclamation* p*384-385*)
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Stewart' says that the "basic cause Gon‘’‘rihut ing
to the flood situation on the i:i ssi ssiuni River today is
the soil erosion talcing olace from farm land in the
Mississippi drainage area- Land in this region 1s now large-
ly under cultivation, whereas 125 years ago it was under
sod- In Iowa and Illinois, for example, 85 per cent of the
entire area is now improved farm land- Soil erosion is
taking place at an alarming rate as a result
-
The faulty system of asrri culture in ’he I'i ssi ssinoi
drainage basin does not perrait the soils to hold the rain-
fall as of yore, hut lets the soil slio slowly to +h.e sea-
It has been calculated by the national Conservation
Congress, on the basis of estimates from 30,000 farms, that
lu,597 square miles of farm land have been abandoned in the
Lnited States dv.e to soil erosion- '"he entire cultivated
area of Ujigland is eq'ual to thJs area- '"here is a ranid and
ab'undant mn-off from it-' L>i,rge areas v^tich were formerly
good farm land are now covered v/ith deep gullies- In the
eo!uparat i vely level corn-belt soil F’’^'eet erosion is even
now very active, and, is promoted by the finely divided clay
/
soil and the clean cultivation -oractised in corn culture-
•’'T'v.e extent to which soil is eroded depends unon
the climate, steepness of the ground, the character of the
soil, the geologi cal formation of the region, and tte sur-
face cover- •Jhen the slopes are steep, the soils and the
1- St ewart
,
Robert • (few Reoubl i c
,
Dec • 7 , 1927
,
v - 53*. 65 - )
2- St ewart , Robert • on • ci t
•
,
p
-
66 -
i]
La
undarlying rock friablo, the rains torrential, and the
surface hare of vegetation, erosion by surface run-off
reaches colossal proportions* In such regions thousands
of acres of fertile soil are destroyed each year and
millions of cubic feet of silt deposited in the bottom
of rivers to form bars and shoals which change the regimen
I
of the streams and obstruct navigation*”
While not diminishing the importance of soil
erosion, we must not leave out of consideration the other
factors that determine floods*
(5) lakes, ponds, and swamps
'"he storage of v/ater in lakes, ponds and swamps
n
has an important effect upon floods* Shepard and Alvord and
3
Burdick mention the uniform flow of the St -Lawrence which
is regarded as one of the best -regulat ed rivers in the
world because of the storage system afforded by the Great
Lakes* Streams which are fed by lakes show a similarity in
flow depending upon the extent of the water areas in com-
parison with the total watershed* lakes, ponds and swamps,
however, constitute upon most of our streams a very small
part of the tributary drainage area*
1* Zon, Raphael* forests and water in the light of scientific
invest igat i on 5 p*40-41*
£* Shepard , Ward * f U* S • -Dept • of Agriculture* Circular 19*p*4*)
S* Alvord, John 'W»and Burdi ck
,
Charles B. Relief from floods,
p*14*
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A correspondent * to the Scientific American of
Lay 3,1913 expressed his belief that the drainage of sv/amp
land “^'ould cause a rise in the water of the Lississinpi
which would make necessary higher levees*
In the case of small stream.s flowing through ex-
tensive swamps the flood waters are held back, but observa-
tions and measurements on the iv' ississippi show that swamus
do not reduce the height of floods on that river*
'’Before any of the great floods reach their high-
est limit, these sv/amus discharge as much water into the
river at their lowest lim.its as they receive in tVe uronor-
tion above* ’^hese observations are the foundation of the
following conclusions of f^umphreys and Abbot
«
’’Swamps do not reduce the height of floods above
or below but they do retard the rise and the fall of the
river below and increase the duration of floods, and they
a.
also reduce the height of floods along their borders*’’
(6) Vegetation
The character of the vegetation is a factor in
preventing run-off and increasing the absorbent canacity
of the soil* V/e have already discussed the harmful effects
of overgrazing in the I ant i National Forest, Utah^p*^/6),
and the result of the destruction of the sod of the
Lississinpi drainage areafT)*^»l )* G-rass breaks up the stream
1* Cross, A *1.'* (Scientific Ameri can ,1'ay 3 , 191 3 . v * 1 08: 397 • )
2* Robbi ns , Art hur G* Discussion of the methods emnloyed for
the control of rivers and +>'e orevention of floods
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of water, restrains its soeed in ninninf off, an<^ "binds
the earth in nlace*
^ufts of Bermuda grass are placed on the levee
after the cotioletion of the v;ork* Tt is a j‘oin'*’ed srrass
which -puts out lateral runners, ir-<-e a strawherry vine, an'^
under favora>)] e circumstances rapidl;v’ covers the ground*
It attains its "best growth in loamy soil, or soil with a
moderate proportion of sand* It does not do v;all in pure
sand or pure clay* Lloisture is needed to start it properly,
but after it is well matted it will stand drought, freezing
or submersion for weeks* It is a good defense against the
wash of ordinary waves if the slops is flat and the soil
is moderately strong* It affords protection against rain
with sandy material, but not against even moderate storms
when there are no woods or other cover in front of it
•
As the size of the river channel diminishes the
effect of drift, willows and aquatic vegetation becomes in-
creasingly important and very seriously imuairs the delivery
from such artificial channels as main drainage ditches*
It has been observed even upon the larger streams
where a large part of the flood cross section is upon land
that the flood slope and height is considerably increased
where the bottom lands are covered with trees and underbrush
as compared to the more open or cleared lands* According to
the report of the T* S • Departme-nt of Agriculture, channels
1* Starling, Wi lliam* '^he floods of the l-ississippi River, p*7-8*

obstmcted by vsgetation and drif-l' have been an important
cause of flood heights in the Liarai s Des Gygnes Valley in
Kansas- The snags, brush, and gravel bars resulting from
these obstructions in the river channel are said to be
an important contributing cause to the flood ^'eights in
the Heosho Valley, Kansas-
The vege+ativs cover which has received the most
attention is that of the forest* The forest tends to ore-
vent floods by decreasing the run-off and increasing the
absorbent capacity of the soil, and by preventing erosion-
The influence of forests in decreasing the run-off and pre-
venting erosion has already been treated in detail under
the destruction of forests as a cause of floods p -XO) •
(7) Works of man
The works of man may have an important influence
upon flood heights, particularly in the srnalier streams-
I<lan has influenced the character of the vegetation-
Agri cultural land absorbs the rainfall rapidly un to a
certain depth and some forms of vegetation, particularly
the meadow and grain field, possess the ability temn^arily
to store considerable water- '^he influence of vegetation
except heavy brush is slight in ’"he barren season of the
year, and frozen fields will shed the water readily- Man’s
handiwork is found in the drainage of the swamps through the
1- Alvord,Gohn V/*§,nd Burdick, Charles B- Relief from floods,
p - 99 •

II I =
cons+ruotion of ditches, the improvement of the river
channels and through the tile drainage of land- '^he prairie
states of the I-iddle West have practised this very exten-
sively- The drainage of lalces and swaimos that were capable
of storing a considerable denth of water has tended to in-
crease the stream flows in the wet season and diminish the
flow in the drough- Ground that is permanently wet, upon
the other hand, cannot absorb rainfall
,
and therefore the
drainage of the sv/amps and the lowering of the v/ater table
t
sufficiently to permit of agriculture has created an under-
ground reservoir that did not exist in the state of nature^-
The construction of a barrier across a river is
always a source of danger to the valley below- We have al-
ready noticed the results of the collapse of dams (u-iT)-
Reclamation of farm lands by levees has had an important
effect upon the flood heights of the Illinois River, and t©
a slight extent upon the maximum flood flow on account of
the river-valley s+orage that has he3n destrayed by the re-
clamation of the farm lands- '^he encroachments of the cities
have had an effect upon flood heights- Railroad emhanhraents
and bridges in some important instances have raised flood
heights by the reduction of the channel cross-section of the
ri ver
The lower Fudson, the upper Mississippi and the
Potomac are typical of streams that have caused flood damage
1- Alvord,fohn V/-and Burdick
,
Gharl es B. Relief from floods,
p-14-1 5-
E- Morgan , Art hur 5- (Scientific American Supplement,
Dec-19, 1914, v-78'.394- )
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bscau.se +h9y wera encroached upon*
In very many cases +he ohstruction of channels
has had much to do with flood damage, and the need for
effective supervision to prevent further obstruction is
becoming more and more urgent- Kost iluropean states now
exercise strict control of river channels, but lurooean
cities are still suffering for the sins of the past
c- Climate
fl) S’reezing as arresting flow
The temperature of the region may have an imoortant
bearing on flood heights- Zon says,
”Cn the whole, i he amount of water carried by a
river depends upon precioi t at ion and temperature- It is great-
er when the temperature is low, though the nrecipitat ion is
scant, than during the years of greater precipitation but of
higher temperature- Large rivers are least affected by cli-
matic fluctuations, because their larger watersheds exercise
an equalizing influence upon the ununiform distribution of
precipitation- "’hat the flow of water in streams depends
largely upon climate is now a fact accepted by meteorologists,
engineers, and foresters, and is supported by very careful
a
observations on a number of rivers, especially in Europe-’'
1- 1-organ, Arthur (Scientific American Supplement
,
Dec • I 14,
V- 78: 394- )
2- Zon, Raphael- forests and water in the light of scientific
investigation^ p- 58-59*
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G^re-anlsaf says that the primary causes of floods
are the variation in the intensity of the rainfall and of
temperature through the successive seasons of the year- He
gives the time of flooding of the tributaries of the
Ldi ssi ssippi as it is determined by temperature and rainfall*
The determination of the exact time the Hi ssissippi will be
in flood is impossible because terauerat-ure and rainfall
r
varies on its tributaries from one season to another*
All flow may be temporarily arrested if freezing
weather is very excessive, and when the cold is sufficiently
continuous the climatic influence is very important in "the
accumulated snow blanket and its sudden release upon the
approach of warm weather, particularly if accompanied by
rain* The heavy formation of ice in the rivers of +hs ilorth
exercises an important influence upon flood heights, par-
ticularly on account of gorges in that season of the year
when the ice may be broken up and floated away by spring
rains*
(2) i’reezing as affecting ground surface
freezing decreases the absorbent capacity of the
soil* Frost destroys much of the vegetation and covers even
the most open porous soil with a more or less impenetrable
coating* Any cov’ering of vegetation tends to retard, run-off
and its destruction accelerates it* A given s+orm on any
watershed will produce a greater flood in the barren and
frozen season of the year-
1* Greenleaf
,
r • L * ( Engine ering,I.’arch 1897
,
v * 12 : 949-958 - )

Probable P^ecrease or Increase of Ploods
P-oore quotes from Col Ohi ttenden,I-»AiTi- Soc • C* i]*
,
volume 34, page 944, Proceedings of the Society of the Civil
iJngineers, as follows, ’’The constantly reiterated statement
that floods are increasing in freauency and intensity, as
compared with former times, has nothing to supnort it- T'here
are, it is true, periods when floods are more frequent than
at others,
,
but, talcing the records year after year for
considerable periods, no change wobth considering is discov-
erable ”
'
i-oore believed that floods were not of greater fre-
quency and longer duration than formerly-
A question addressed •’’o the Department of the Interior
as to the nrobable increase or decrease of floods brought
a reply from the G-eological Survey saying that destructive
floods had taken place at all times and that there was not
sufficient data available in regard to them to determine
whether they were on the decrease or increase
-
Preventive M-asures
All means for reducing the rate of flood flow are
included in works for flood prevention- '^he reservoirs or
1- koore ,Vifi llis luther- A reoort on the influence of forests
on. climate and on floods- Washington , D- C •, 1910 -p • 19
•
2- koore ,Vii ill is Luther- op - ci t -
,p - 38 •
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detention basins for the purpose of storing flood flovjs
and feeding the water gradually to the streams are placed
in this class* V/here it can be shown that reforestation
would have an influence upon flood flow, it is included
in this group*
1* Reforestation
Reforestation has been practised in different
countries of the world* J'rance and Switzerland have planted
frees near the sources of their mountain streams*
a* Determining factors
/
There are certain fac'f'ors which determine the
reforestation of any given area* Some of'^'these factors will
be considered below*
^1) Source of a purs water supoly
The problem of obtaining a pure water supply is
I
a vital one which concerns every town* Ashe, writing in
1909, recommended that Pittsburg and her satellite towns
obtain water in the forest-orot ect ed moun‘'ain streams*
Pittsburg and the surrounding +owns had been obtaining tteir
water supply from rivers and tributaries which were contam-
inated by the sewage of towns and villages higher up the
rivers* The Pos'f’on Globe of Dec' 13,1928, contained an account
of how Viinchester, i.ass* had solved her water oroblem by
planting 300,000 evergreens on the watersheds around her
three reservoirs*
1* Ashe,*V*\V* f Chari ti es
,
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( 2 ) Irnrasdiate cost
Fithsrto the cost of purchasing a forested water-
shed and holding it as unproductive nrooer+y has deterred
cities from seeking such sources* "'hat difficulty no longer
exists* forest lands have now a recognized and cons+antiy
increasing earning pov^er* If a watershed is purchased a+ a
reasonable ori ce and is well managed,*' it will become, as
stuinpage fur-’-her appreciates in v;or+h, a valuable municiual
asset* Or i f a town is small and unwilling to assume the re-
sponsibility of such management, it can well cooperate wiih
the state in developing a system which will secure to it
pure water, and at the same time u re serve to +he state +he
earning power of its fores+s which 'are among its rrjost val-
uable natural resources*
winchester
,
I ass* obtained ’he trees which she
nl anted on the watersheds around her three reservoirs from
the Otate Depar^IIlent of Ilorestry at an average cost of a
cent apiece, and +he labor cost of setting •’hem has averaged
about three cents cer -^ree* V.'inchester exoec't'S that •’•he
wood cut and sold from ’•he watersheds will i ri •’he fu^ture
reimburse the tovm iTor its i nvestmexi^t *
To meet the need of cheap ulanting stock the
Clarke-kclJary Act authorized Federal cooperation with the
sta+es in growi'ng and di S't ri but ing -nlanting stock •'o farmers*
The 32 cooperating sta+es are producing about 60,000,000
I
trees a year, of which about half are set out on farms*
1* Shepard ,V*ard * fU* S • -Fept • of Agri culture * Oi rcular 19,p*22-)

Tha Clarlca-i^cNary Act at prasant appropriates | 75,000
a yaar for aiding timhar olanting on farms, and Sherman*
credits it with stimulating tha planting on farms of 30,000
acres during 1926, which would not hava bean reforested
without this contribution*
(3) Length of time for growth
A forest is not an irnmadiate means for flood relief-
If destructive floods need to be prevented at once, the rem-
edy must be found in some other means than reforestation*
It takes some time for :a forest to exert its influence*
Sherman has estimated that successful forest olanting in
+he Mississippi Valley would in 5 to 10 years raduce the
average annual loss by erosion to a negligible factor*
(4) Future value
The future value of a forested region will be a
combination of its beneficial results* It is expect ed that
a forest by the sale of its timber some time in +he future
will help to nay the original cost of its olanting* '"he
forest prevents erosion, increases the moisture-holding
capacity of the land by leaf-littcr accumulation, increases
the permeability of 'he soil, and prevents the silting of
st reams *
1* Sherman
,
A* f U • S * -Dept * of Agri cul ture * Circular 37,p*36*)
2- Sherman, 1* A* op • ci t
•
,p * 36 *

2* Raservoirs or d at ant. ion basins
Ho T arga detaining basins have bean built in the
Uni’’ ad States so far as known primarily for flood nrotaction
although a great many storage reservoirs have been built-
\
"'hera are a large number of reservoirs which serve as muni-
cipal water supplies- '^ha s+reams hava bean dam.med for +h 0
purpose of obtaining watar-powar, and the ponds thus created
hava bean used also to store water in tima of plenty +o be
used in drought, or to store water from hour to hour to be
used according to the demand for pov;er-
^rope on a sm.all scale has used storage reservoirs
for a variety of purposes- Reservoirs, in the United States,
so far as known, have bean designed for one specific purpose,
such as water storage or water power, and the other benefits
have been merely incidental- Navigation has been improved
by a number of reservoirs, including the reservoir system
at the head of the I-ississippi River, +he greatest artificial
reservoir system in the world- A detention basin is designed
primiarily for flood prevention and not for water storage
exicept in case of flood* It may be defined as a dam across
a river valley having in its base an opening of such ore-
determined size that in the case of a great flood, the water
ponds up behind the dam and is re-delivered +o the stream
only so fast as the opening provided can carry it- It would
be practicable to reduce the flood to any rate desired, with
a de+ention basin of sufficient size, and an opening suffi-
ciently small-

It has been rscominendad +hat the reservoir to
be cons+nicted in Boulder lanyon on the Colorado River
in Ari zona-Revada be made of suoh eanacity tha+ it will
act as a desilt ing reservoir* The river receives almost
all of the silt now being discharged through and above
the canyon section and above Boulder Canyon*
If 125,000 acre-feet of sil+ is deposited annual-
ly in a reservoir in the aanyon section of the river, a
storage capaci+y of 7,000,000 acre-feet would provide for
a silt accumulation of v;ell over 50 years- It is expected
that within +his period of time o+her reservoirs will be
constructed at higher ooin+s on the river and such reservoirs
would intercept the silt that would, nrior to their con-
struc+ion, be deposited in the earlier constructed pro;;'ect.
It seems probable that 7,000,000 acre-feet is more than
I
ample for storage canacity for silt*
The building of a large storage reservoir at any
point on +he river suited to en+rap and hold the silt enter-
ing the river above the Grand Canyon section will not in
itself furnish a complete and immediate solution of the
silt problem* Such a reservoir would, however, iramedia+ely
remove +hs menace of flood d evas'^-at i on and v.'ould enormously
reduce the expense in connection wi^-h the other aspects of
the problem*
1 • Development of the lower Colorado River* Wash*,D*C*,
1928* ( U *
S
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Ths silt menace vnll continue for several
years after the completion of such a reservoir, as the
desilted water will again pick up previously accumulated
hed silt until the flow below the dam scours a comparative-
ly clean channel* Since no practicable large storage si+es
exist below the vVilliams and Gila Rivers, the silt from
these sources will continue to discharge into the main
river; hov^ever, the impounding darns to be constructed on
the Gila will minimize the flood and silt dangers from this
source, while the amount discharged by the Williams is
relatively so small as to constitute in itself an item of
no serious importance*
a* Determining factors
'^he building of a reservoir or detention basin
is determined by various factors such as the tonography
of the country, the type, which will also govern its use,
and the cost of its construction*
fl) Topography
'^he topography of the country has an important
bearing on the location of the reservoir or detention basin*
Reservoirs cannot be built on navigable streams because
the interests of shippers would oppose the building of dams
achoss the stream in its navigable parts* Dams could not
be built on streams flowing through a plain because the
V
damage to the land flooded above would offset the benefit
to the land protected below* It is only on streams flow-
ing through a hilly or mountainous country that this system
could be best applied* The reservoirs at the head of the
Mississippi River ware cons+ructed by introducing low dams
at the outlets of large natural lakes*
The largest artificial storage reservoirs in iJurope
are found in Russia for the control of the Volga and L'eta
Rivers* '^hey are similar +o those in +he Tpper Mississipni
in America, in ’-hat ’•hey are natural lakes artificially in-
creased in capacity by the construction of dams* ^hese res-
ervoirs have a total capacity of about 35,000 million cubic
feet or 940,000 acre-feet*
There was under cons^*- ruction in 1918, a large
v;ater- storage system upon the Ottawa River in Canada* ^he
reservoirs are similar in construction to those at the head
of the Mississippi and in Russia for the control of he Volga
and Meta Rivers*
f 2 ) rs e
Practicability and cost de+ermine whether the sur-
plus Vt^ater shall be drawn away as raoidly as oossible, as in
a det3n^ion basin, or whether it shall be stored and gradual-
ly fed for -the use of water supnly, water power and naviga-
tion* "“he storage reservoir can be built if the situation
makes possible all those uses, and if the values of such.
1* Alvord.Coh'n V.'*and ^urd i ck
,
Chari es B* Relief from floods,
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Qsss are sufficient to warrant the costs involved*
Where flood protection alone is warranted by +hs
circumstances of the case and i he cosi s involved, •’he p'ure
detention basin should be used* If a reservoir is useful for
flood relief, it must’ be in such a stats of emntiness irnms-
diatsly before the appearance of the flood, that the freshet
can be stored, or a sufficient amou/nt of it, •’o reduce f'hs
flow to manageable limits* All works for water s'^orage have
a more or less beneficial i'nfluence upon floods* It i s an
attractive possibility to attempt to do more than relieve
floods with the reservoirs built for +his puroose, by
utilizing them for water conservation in the in+erssts of
water supply, v/atsr uower, navigation, sanitation and a
general better distribution of the stream flow* ^he flermans
and the aus‘*'rians have found it practicable to combine
several of these pur-poses in some of the reservoirs tha-’- the
have built*
The uses to which a reservoir may be pu"*- are often
more or less conflicting, thus, a flood reservoir must be
empty, ready to catch a flood at any time that he flood
may come- It is the endeavor in a municina,! water suonly to
keep the reservoir as nearly full as nossible at all times
in order to tide over a neriod of drought* Water stored for
irrigation is used during a fevv morr’-hs when the croo is
developing, whereas a v/at er power project would desirably
regulate the water in accordance with •‘he demand for riower*

If
'^he most 'bensfit is gjvijn navip'-ation v/hsn s+orafs is f^rawn
unon an+iraly within +ha saason of minimum ga^e haip'hts-
Sneoial <^1 roumstanoas may maka It nossihla for ono or more
incid 3ntal uses to he properly aopurt enan"*- to flood relief*
In the consid 3rat i on of flood storage there must
he known ihe ra+es of flood flow and +he periods of time
throuah whi oh various rates prevail; in other words, there
mus+ he a hydrovraph of the flow and time relation* After
this information has heen obtained, it is a. matter of arith-
metio to determine the amonnt of storage that vrill he re-
quired to reduce any given flood +o any desired amount*
fi.pex rates are secondary in importance in this problem*
The amount of storage is governed by the hulk of flood water
above a given amount of flow*
The reservoirs at the head of the I.-i ssi ssippi
have heen most sucoessful, not only for increasing the low
water discharge of the Mississippi River above St ‘Paul, the
purpose for which they were constructed, but also for re-
ducing floods in +hat portion of the river**
A flood reservoir must always lie empty during
the seasons when a great flood may he expected, and in water
conservation, a reservoir must he filled prior +o a season
of drought and kept as nearly full as possible until the
drought season is past*
1* Towsend , '^•i-cD* (Soientific American Suppl ement
,
Jan * 4, 1 913,
V* 75‘ 6* )
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'^hese '•'WO usas aan be accoTnplishe<4. to a greater
or less ex'^snt in large v/ater- storage projects where nrac-
tically all the water is caught and stored, but if water
must be in storage during the season of great flood, then
there must be charged against the reservoir a certain amount
of capacity for flood storage, and a certain amount for
water storage-
A situation will sometimes be found where +he de-
tention basin can be utilized for storing water in -f-he grow-
ing season of the year, and safely can be emptied with '’he
approach of winter- Such situa'I'ions are found upon some of
our I'iddle Vii’estern rivers used for water supoly, in which
the annual flow is much greater than the water-sunuly re-
quirements and where a certain amount of storage in the 3 ate
summer and fal] would always be effective in insuring the
continuity of water supply for municipal purposes-^
^3) ^ypes
A storage reservoir may be automatically controlled
or not- '^he reservoir constructed in •'he thread of the main
stream ordinarily is provided with gates of sufficient ca-
pacity to was‘''e the water at such rates as may be desired-
The dam is usually protected by one or more spillways of
such capacity as to prevent he dam from being over^'-opped if
constructed of ear+h, or to prevent the overflov; from reach-
ing a dangerous depth if the dam is built of masonry- ^he
1- ii-lvord
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,
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US 3 of gatss neoessi tat 3s +h3 human elamsnt with its chance
to 3rr in ths operation of the v/orks, and while gats opera-
tion is perfectly satisfactory for vvat supply, watsr s+orage
for irrigation and some other purposes, it is desirable for
the sake of absolute safety that the human element shall be
eliminated to as large a degree as possible in Works for
flood relief-
A storage reservoir that is automatically operated
has the important advantage that there are no valves to be
operated or to fail of operation in an emergency, and no dis-
cretion is required as to whether the valves should be opened
or closed at any particular time- It has the disadvantage,
however, that some of tve basin capacity is necessarily
occupied long before the flood reaches its apex, and thsre-
fore a larger total volume in storage must be provided than
would be required if all of the storage could be utilized
on the peak of the flood- Therefore, it is necessary that
an excess capacity shall be provided above that theoretically
required to allow for the inevitable storage early in the
flood -
( 4 ) Cost
It has been estimated that to reduce the floods of
the iri ssi ssippi 1 ft-, for a period of. 2 months, 13 reservoirs
would be required which would cost about 5 70,000,000- '^he
cost of raising the levees 1 ft- has been esti-mated at about
-I 5,000,000-'
1- Starl ing,V/il liara- The floods of the Fississippi River, p-53-
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TV.g six reservoirs at the head of the Tississippi
were begun .in 1881 and finished in 1886, at a total cost of
i 1,953,049 -53
•'
'"he reservoirs which were being constructed on the
Ottawa River in Canada were expected to imnound 3,850,000
acre-feet at a cost of •? 728,000*
Reservoirs for irrigation purposes have orobably
reached their fullest develooment in India, where they have
proved a great orevention to famine*
Lost parts of India do not have available sites for
reservoirs, to be formed by the construction of short dams,
and some of the reservoirs are made by dams upwards of “fwo
miles in len'^h* It has been estimated that the cost of ir-
rigation does not usually exceed twenty dollars per acre,
3
and sometimes it is less than half of •'hat sum.*
'’'he report of the Rlood Commission of Pitt sburg,Pa
•
,
in 1911, recommended the construction of 17 reservoirs -to
store 59,000,000,000 cubic feet of water at an estimated cost
of 4 20,000,000* It was estimated i hat the future loss at
Pittsburgh would be about 2,000,000 per annum* '’’owsend
estimates that the cost of storing one day's flow is ample
1* Alvord,fohn vV*and Bu rd i ck
,
Charles '’^* Relief from floods,p*42.
2* Alvord,fohn W • and Burd i ck , Charles P* op • ci t
* ,
p
*
42 *
3* Robbi ns, Arthur G- • Discussion of the methods employed for
the control of rivers and the prevention of floods, p*16*
4* Towsend
,
C •IvicD* (Scientific American Supplement
,
Jan* 4, 1913,
V* 75*'6* )
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for all ths lovsa const ruction required on the river, while
if reliance is placed on rBservoirs, provision must also he
made for the other 48 days the river was above a banh-full
stage •
Control Igeasures
Works for flood control do not reduce the flood
flows but protect against them* These works include levees,
weirs, and channel- improvements including channel straighten-
ing or enlargement
•
1* Levees
A levee is an earthen embankment, of varying cross
section and height, for the confinement of a river in its
channel* Alvord and Burdick* say that the levee is more widely
used than any other means for flood relief* "’he levee system
originated on the Kile and the Euphrates long before the
Christian 2ra*
China has used levees to control waters for irriga-
tion* The system of levees has constituted the nri nci pal , and
often the only method of relief, in every country through
vrfhich flow rivers lia'Ble to produce floods*
The levee system in +his country began in 1728,
when Bienville constructed the first levee in front of the
village of Kew Orleans, and there has been a steady growth of
1* Alvord, Cohn «V*and Burbi ck
,
Charles B* Relief from floods,
p*lC6*
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l3V93-build ing for n3arly two bundrsd ysars- Thess l3V338
hav3 afford3d relisf from floods, in th3 main, but occa-
sionally, during high waters such as those of 1912 and the
spring of 1913, they have proved Insufficient and caused a
great deal of damage by overflow-
Levees along the Mississippi have been built by the
'oint efforts of the states, through their local levee boards,
their state Boards of Engineers, and the Hi ssi ssipni River
Commission* An Act of Congress created the llissi ssinpi River
Commission in 1879 which is composed of three engineer offi-
cers of the army, usually with the rank of colonel, and not
lov^er than 1 i eut enan-^ -colonel
;
one engineer of the Coast and
Ceoditic Survey; "fwo engineers from civil life; and one
civilian* General Ben;;amin Farrison, afterwards President,
was the first civilian* Fe resigned to become Fnited States
I
Senator on Ilarch4 , 1881 *
a* Determining factors
f 1 ) ^ypes
'^he material of which the levees of the Hi ssi ssiopi
are to be constructed is, from economical considerations, con-
fined to the limits of an ordinary haul* '"he Mississippi Val-
ley contains several kinds of earth* '^hey are first, sand;
second, clay; and third, loam*
Clay is the best for levees and loam orobably the
v;orst of these materials* Clay has the advantage of resisting
1* Ramsdell , Coseph
v*47t 694-5*
)
('American Review of Reviews, fune 1913,
n•.4
r
the action of watsr, whether It is due to waves of the river
or to the erosive effect of water percolating through Tholes
or cavities- Water is turned "better hy clay than either of
the other earths- Clay crac"ks open with dry weather, so +hat
often in summer and autumn, long and wide fissures may he
seen, running longitudi nally v;ith the levee, hut these cracks
close, however, when the clay gets wet, and the embankment,
if well huilt, hecomes fairly impervious "^o water-
Sand has the disadvantage of being permeable and
loose- '^he action of waves can affect sand, even when well
sodded, and a hole or defect of any kind greatly imperils
the exisience of the levee- '^he walls of cavities in this
material often fall in and stoo the flow, thus giving time
to work-
Pure sand when saturated wi+h water is apt to slip
or slough on the back or land slope- V/here sand is +he nre-
dominating constituent, the levees are always given a flat
back slope, at least three to one, and are reinforced by
sodd i ng-
loami is particularly undesirable because of its
lightness and the fineness and. want of coherency of its nar-
iicles- ^hese qualities lessen i‘'-s usefulness and render it
softer and more yielding than sand, and when thoroughly wet
it becomes almost a mud- "Banks built of ihis sort of earth
are always given exi ra sirength.
-
Clay does not s+and well at srad e and is always
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sattli ng Liora or ] so i hct+ renuir?s cons+ant looking
HI ar and rapair to kaep it np •’o standard* '"he shrinkage
of sand and loam is very slight and never beyond a certain
point
•
levee-engineers usually consider that a .'udicious
mixture of sand and clay makes, on the whole, the most de-
sirable levee in facility of construction and in qualities
of a permanent nature* Sand mixed wi+h clay preven+s the
lat+er from cracking and from undue shrinkage, vvi + hou+ too
much impairing the toughness and resisting qualities of the
lat t er
*
loam stands at grade admirably* It is very per-
meable, and is likely t-o slough unless the back slope be flat
and well sodded*
'"he material of which the levee is to he huilt is
usually limited i o the location of the proposed embankment.
'The height will depend on the expected flood height of the
water to be conf i ned ,'the cross section on the strength of
the material*
(2) Cost
Since 1865 the local neople tave contributed about
fifty- six million dollars and the national government about
twen+y-six millions for the construction of levees*^
1* Ramsdell , foseph 3* fAm9rican Review of Reviews, June 1913,
V.47; 694-5* )
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2* Channel irnprovsmenh s
The channel of a river may he caused to carry a
given flood at a lower gage height hy increasing the cross-
sectional area of the s+ream or hy increasing the velocity
of the flowing water- area may he increased hy dredging
or widening the channel- A ”cu‘''-off'’ will increase the
velocity of the water-
a- ”G\it-offs”
Vi/here rivers are winding ’’cn.t-offs” may he nsed-
A cat -off is a channel which is dug to shor+e.n the distance
of a river- A straight channel is dug across “f-he hend of a
river -
fl) Determining factors
The character of hhe river hed is an imuor'^-ant
factor to he considered before a cut-off is made- In a river
with a hard and unyielding bed ‘I'he nower of +he water lending
to adapt the cross section io the new velocities will suffice
to excavate the hed only after a long time- When the river
flows over a hed of its own deposit, the shape of the cross
section will very soon become adapted to the new currents,
so that the effect of the cu+-off would he beneficial to the
country above and not cause trouble below- In a s'*‘ream wi + h
easily eroded banhs, the cut-off soon disappears and the
stream again becomes winding-
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(2) 'Transient character of
iJngineers do no't- generally approve of cu‘*'-offs in
rivers of destructive veioci + y and of movable had s , uri nci
-
pally for +hs reason that their effects are not permanent
and they introduce another element of instahili + y v,/here there
are already too many* 'The first effect of a cut-off is •*0
accelerate greatly the veloci+y in the neighborhood of the
new channel, both above and below, and to produce increased
erosion of banks and lengthening of bends* 'This action con-
tinues for many years until the river has regained its length
The belief is held that the beds of sedimentary rivers are
self-regulating* "’his view seems to be srs+ainsd by experienc
f^) Harmful effec+ s of
In very sluggi sh and iortuous s+ reams cut-offs may
be beneficial in the reclamation of lands, though they are
usually mors or less detrim.ental to navigation* As applied
to the rapid and unstable Mississippi, •'hey have been shown
to be harmful* '"hey produce violent changes of regimen, tear-
ing away valuable plantations and destroying costly lines
of 1 evse on the one hand, and condemning considerable towns
to decay on the other, by leaving behind them extensive sand-
bars or unnavigable channels*
The effect of cnt-offs on the Mississippi and other
rivers is to lower the water at their heads and to raise it
at their lower ends*
,tci?- i'di t • M* • nj..;l . * ."
y >
'• j
iv* • Loirihardi ni states ^hat in +hs fourteanth cantury
the ?o was s+raightened from A.lber+'a to Lontioelli* '’’he
levees are only a few feet high at the head of these cn+-offs
and at the lower end they are sixteen feet high which tends
to show that the effect of the cut-offs was to raise the
I
flood level helov/*
It has been stated that the effect of a cut-off
on the Adige, made in 1854, has been to depress the surface
of the river above, during +he floods since then, and to
elevate the surface below,* this elevation being equal to
about one half of the depression*
Humphreys and Abbot by measurements on the
I^ississippi have shov/n +hat the effect of the Red River and
Raccourci cut-offs on +he flood of 1851, was to lower the
water from four +o four and one-half feet above t'*^s cut-off
and to raise ihe level below about two feet* 'f'he American
Bend cnt-off, which v;as constructed in 1858, had a similar
effect upon the flood level above and below, during the
3
floods of that year*
'^he straightening of +'hs lassi ssiooi channel will
not go far toward solving the problem of flood relief* '^he
current automatically regulates itself to such speed as the
banks will stand* If the distance between two noints on +he
1* Robbins , Ar+ hur 0* Discussion of the methods employed for
the control of rivers and the prevention of floods, p*30*
2* Robbi ns, Arthur G* op • ci t p • 30-31 *
3* Robbins , Arthur G* op * ci t
*
,
o
* 31
•

riv9r A +0 B is fifty rnilss in a direct line, and one hun-
dred miles as the river flows, the river will srode the hanhs
if straightened to fifty miles until it is again one hun-
dred miles by river from A to B*^
'^he river ^heiss in Hungary originally had a very
gentle slope, about equal +o that of the Illinois River below
LaSalle- It was leveed with the result that the height of i+s
floods v/ere increased- ^he river was then shortened by cutting
off the bends, and thus giving it a steeper slope- '"he first
great flood that occurred after the work was completed,
rushed through the improved section much faster than the lower
part of the river could carry it off- Flood heights were
lov^ered at the upper end, but correspondingly increased at
the lower, and in 1897 the town of Szegedin was destroyed
by the flood
-
A similar method was tried, with similar results,
at the Canal de Liribel on the Rhine- Both the ti^h-wfater
and low-water planes were 'lowered at the uuper end of the
reach, with great damage to the low'-water navigation, v/hile
at the lower end they were raised, oroduci ng increased flood
3
heights and also in;iury to the low-water channel-
1- Pi ckson ,Harri s - (Saturday ih’-ening Post ,Kov- 3, 1928, v- 201; 11 - )
2- '^owsend
,
1
-i-cP- (Scientific American Supnleraent
,
fan - 4, 1. 913,
V - 75t 6 - )
3- Fowsend
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h* Channel enlargement
A channel may sometimes he improved hy enlargement,
hilt such situations are limi-»-ed, •
( f ] ) limited use of
? 0W situations exist where ex+ensive hst+erments
in the flood conditions can he secured through the snlara“e-
ment of the channel hy deepening or widening* local cases
are occasionally found where drainage of a<rri cultural lands
is financially practicable through this remedy, hut usually
the oroperty to he protected must he very valuable to warrant
the expense of relief hy this mieans* It is usually only valu-
able municipal property which needs to he protected that
1
warrants extensive improvements of this kind*
•3 * Vif e i r s
.leirs have been successfully used on the Severn
and Shannon Rivers, the only inconvenience being the locks
required to pass the weir*
i>lany improvements have been made on this method
in Prance, by building movable weirs, which can be lowered
to the bed of the stream in high water, and then offer no
resistance to its flow*
They can be quickly and easily raised during low
water and thus dam the water back and raise i'*' to navigable
depth*
1* Alvord.John W*and Burdi ck , Charles B* Relief from floods,
P*1C5*
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In this conn+ry moya'ble weirs are used on the Ohio
and some of its trihu+aries-
Weirs have been built on the River Loire, in '^’rancs,
to prevent the building of levees of extravagant height, and
they have proved very efficient and satisfactory- '^he great
argument against -^hem on the irississippi is that of cost,
owing to the length to which they must be carried* The v;eirs
must be so constructed that the water, after passing them,
may be most readily carried off to the distant low portions,
where part of it remains impounded, as now, in every great
flood, and +he balance escapes down +he natural channels to
the outlet of ihe basin*
Johnson, in 1864, recommended that weirs be con^
structed on the Lississippi to conduct excess flood waters
into the natural outlets from the river +o +hs swamps* "^e
also recommended that the obstructions in •he bayous of 'he
swamps between Cairo and the Red River should be removed**
Imnortrance and
-^-ppl i cat ion of ^hese measures
Reforestation is of the greatest importance in
mountainous regions and on impermeable soils* A forest can
prevent small showers from causing floods, but cannot pre-
vent floods Vv’hen there is a long and continuous rain* Re-
fores'^’at i on is only practicable on such areas that are unsuited
1* Johnson,John Butler* Protection of the Lower Hi ssi ssi p'pi
Valley from overfl ow, p * 179-181 *
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for agriculture* The chief inroortance of a forest cover is
that it decreases run-off and hence +he amount of wa-^ er
carried to the streams* It has been recommended that refor-
estation of the Mississippi Valley he carried out as far as
possible in order to supplement the o+her works of flood re-
lief, such as levees, reservoirs, by-passes, and spillways*
Reservoirs are of the most importance at +he head-
waters of s+ reams* '^he length of the 8+ ream has an important
bearing on "^he effectiveness of reservoirs as a prevention
against floods* It has been pointed out •'hat a single s'*'orm
might sweep through the Mississippi Valley outside +h.e limi-'-s
of the reservoirs, and cause floods that v/ould inundate hun-
dreds of square miles of territory, were that territory not
protected by other methods than that of reservoirs, which in
this case would cease t© be a protection*
A reservoir must be close 'o •'he locality to be
benefited or its value rapidly diminishes* V/bile reservoirs
materially increase the lov/ water discharge at St. Paul and
markedly reduce flood heights, yet 100 miles farther down
the river it is impossible to detect t^eir influence during
either high or low water*
Reservoirs cannot usually be built in valleys for
the area flooded above would offset the value t© the area
below-
The levee is the most impor^*^ant remedy for flood
relief* It is the main reliance of engineers for •ihe conl rol
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of the I« i s^i EslT)pi • '^he idea that confining the waters of
a river v;ith levees +ends to cause a deposit of silt has
no evidence to support it-
Cu + -offs f'end to do more harm than good and are
of a transient character- ^hey may he used in some cases
hut their application is limited-
Channel enlargement is employed in only a few
situations- It has been suggested that the levees of the
I-ississippi he set hack from the river at a greater or less
distance* The expected deorease in the flood height does
not warrant such a measure* The levees would have to he high-
er because the land slopes from the river*
w’eirs have been successfully used in soma situa+ions-
It has been said that weirs which would reduce ^he water of
the liississippi River enough "^o do any good would cause the
bayous to overflow their banks- '^his would necessitate the
leveeing of the outlets or bayous* The cost of leveeing a
small s+ream is equal to that of leveeing a large one, so
hhat it would seem hs'^ter +o snend "^he money on the levees
of the main river*
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The primary purpose of flood control is the pro-
tection of life and property-
'^he principal causes of floods are the variation
in the intensity of rainfall and of temperature through
the successive seasons of the year- A great variety of
features of climate, soil, and topography, modifying and
blending their effects with infinite complexity, work be-
hind the two prominent causes- Among the most prominent
features are the sandy or +he impervious s+ructure of t^c
ground, the character of +he vegetation, the hilly or
level na+ure of the country, and the proportion of swamp
and lake surface to dry land.
-
Destructive floods have taken place at all times,
bpi lack of data does not enable us to determine whether
they are decreasing or increasing-
The preventive measures used for flood relief
are reforestation and reservoirs or detention basins-
V/orks for flood con+rol include levees, weirs,
and channel improvements including channel st rai ght enlng
or enlargement
•
'"he importance and application of these measures
will depend upon the locality involved* It is possible
that one measure will supplement ano-'-her-
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